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1AbstratSympleti 4-Dimensional 2-Handles and Contat Surgery along Transverse KnotsbyDavid Thomas GayDotor of Philosophy in MathematisUniversity of California at BerkeleyProfessor Robion C. Kirby, ChairA standard onvexity ondition on the boundary of a sympleti manifold involvesan indued positive ontat form (and ontat struture) on the boundary; the orrespond-ing onavity ondition involves an indued negative ontat form. We present two methodsof sympletially attahing 2-handles to onvex boundaries of sympleti 4-manifolds alonglinks transverse to the indued ontat strutures. One method results in a weaker onvexityondition on the new boundary, with an assoiated positive ontat struture onstrutedby a ontat surgery along the transverse link; the weaker onvexity is suÆient to implytightness of the new ontat struture. These handles an be attahed with any framing lessthan some upper bound. The seond method results in onave boundaries and dependsupon a �bration of the link omplement over S1; here the handles an be attahed withany framing larger than some lower bound (determined by the �bration). Along the way weuse a notion of sympleti 4-manifold boundaries whih are partially onvex and partiallyonave, so a theory is developed to make this notion rigorous and useful.Professor Robion C. KirbyDissertation Committee Chair
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1
Chapter 1IntrodutionExistene and uniqueness questions for sympleti strutures on 4-manifolds andontat strutures on 3-manifolds are inreasingly important in low-dimensional geometritopology. Here we present new \handle-by-handle" onstrutions of sympleti 4-manifoldswith orresponding surgery onstrutions of ontat 3-manifolds. In this introdution wewill �rst review the basi de�nitions in sympleti and ontat topology. Then we willmotivate our results by reviewing some standard onstrutions. Finally we will outline themain new results in this paper.We begin with a few onventions: All manifolds and all maps between manifoldsare smooth. Unless expliitly stated otherwise, all manifolds and submanifolds are orientedand do not have boundaries. A vetor �eld V in a manifold X whih is transverse to aodimension 1 submanifold M is positively transverse if, for all p 2 M , V (p) followed by apositively oriented basis for TpM is a positively oriented basis for TpX . If X is a manifoldwith boundary, then �X is oriented so that a vetor �eld whih points out of X is positivelytransverse to �X . A odimension 0 submanifold of X always inherits its orientation fromX . We use the notation �X to refer to X with its orientation reversed.1.1 Basi de�nitionsFor a omprehensive introdution to sympleti topology the reader is referredto [10℄. For exellent bakground on ontat topology with onnetions to sympleti topol-ogy, espeially in the low dimensions, the reader is referred to [5℄. Here we present only theskeleton of an introdution.



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONA sympleti form on a 2n-manifold X is a losed 2-form ! for whih !n is nowherezero. The standard example on R2n is ! = dx1^dy1+ : : :+dxn^dyn. Note that !n orientsX ; we will always assume this agrees with the given orientation onX . A sympletomorphismis a di�eomorphism � from one sympleti manifold (X1; !1) to another (X2; !2) for whih��!2 = !1. A ontat form on a (2n� 1)-manifold M is a 1-form � for whih � ^ (d�)n�1is nowhere zero. The standard example on R2n�1 = R�R2(n�1) is � = dt + x1dy1 + : : :+xn�1dyn�1. A ontat form is positive or negative aording to whether the orientationgiven by � ^ (d�)n�1 agrees with or disagrees with the given orientation on M . The Reebvetor �eld for a ontat form �, written R�, is the unique vetor �eld for whih �(R�) = 1and {R�d� = 0.A (o-orientable) ontat struture on a (2n� 1)-manifold is a hyperplane �eld �whih is the kernel of a ontat form. A ontat struture is positive or negative aording tothe sign of the ontat form. A o-oriented ontat struture is a ontat struture togetherwith a transverse orientation. Given a ontat form �, the plane �eld ker� together with thetransverse orientation given by � will be alled the underlying o-oriented ontat struturefor �. Two ontat forms �1 and �2 have the same underlying o-oriented ontat struturesif and only if �1 = f�2 for some positive funtion f .A ontatomorphism is a di�eomorphism � from one ontat manifold (M1; �1 =ker�1) to another (M2; �2 = ker�2) for whih ���2 = �1 or, equivalently, ���2 = f�1 forsome funtion f . A ontatomorphism is o-oriented if the ontat strutures are o-orientedand the di�eomorphism preserves the o-orientation, or equivalently if f is positive.We will generally suppress mention of o-orientations and assume that all ontatstrutures and all ontatomorphisms are o-oriented.On a 3-manifold a ontat struture � is a 2-plane �eld and there are two speiallasses of ontat strutures. We quote Eliashberg [4℄: \The ontat struture � is alledtight if there is no embedded disk D suh that its boundary �D is tangent to � while Dis transversal to � along the boundary. Dihotomy of ontat strutures into tight andthe omplementary lass of overtwisted plays an important role in 3-dimensional ontatgeometry."A vetor �eld V in a sympleti manifold (X;!) is a sympleti dilation (or Liou-ville vetor �eld) if LV ! = ! and is a sympleti ontration if LV ! = �!. For example,in R2n with the standard sympleti form, V = 12(x1�x1 + y1�y1 + : : :+ xn�xn + yn�yn) is asympleti dilation. We will say that a boundary omponent M of a sympleti manifold



1.2. BACKGROUND RESULTS 3(X;!) is strongly onvex if there exists a sympleti dilation V de�ned in a neighborhood ofand positively transverse to M . (Here we are deviating a little from standard terminology:Often in this ase one says that M is a boundary omponent \of ontat type", see [10℄.)Thus the boundary S2n�1 of (B2n; !) � (R2n; !) is strongly onvex. We say M is stronglyonave if instead V is a sympleti ontration. A 3-dimensional boundary omponent Mof a sympleti 4-manifold (X;!) is weakly onvex if there exists a positive ontat struture� on M suh that !j� is nowhere zero. (Again this is not quite standard. In Eliashberg'sterminology [4℄, when M = �X , we say that (X;!) is a \sympleti �lling" of (M; �).) Ingeneral, when we say \onvex" or \onave" we will mean \strongly onvex" or \stronglyonave".A knot K in a ontat 3-manifold (M; �) is transverse if TK is transverse to� everywhere and is Legendrian if TK is tangent to � everywhere. By a framing of asubmanifold we mean a homotopy lass of framings of the normal bundle, and for a knotK this an be spei�ed by a single vetor �eld de�ned along K and transverse to K. Thusa Legendrian knot K has a anonial framing, known as the Thurston-Bennequin framingand written tb(K), given by any vetor �eld in � along K transverse to TK.When F is a framing of a link L and K is a omponent of L, we will use thenotation FK to refer to the framing of K indued by F .If � is a surfae in a ontat 3-manifold (M; �) then T� \ � is generially a line�eld with isolated singularities. This integrates to give a 1-dimensional singular foliationon � alled the harateristi foliation of �.1.2 Bakground resultsHere we present some standard results whih will motivate the new results pre-sented later.Legendrian and transversal knots beome useful beause any knot an be madeeither Legendrian or transverse via a C0-small isotopy (see [3℄). Note that we need aanonial 0-framing to assoiate a framing of a knot with an integer, but that the di�erenebetween two framings of a knot is always assoiated with an integer. With this in mind,the Thurston-Bennequin framing of any Legendrian knot K an always be dereased in thesense that there exists a C0-small isotopy taking K to another Legendrian knot K0 suhthat tb(K)� tb(K 0) = 1 (see [7℄). It is muh harder in general to inrease tb(K).



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONIf M is a onvex boundary omponent of (X;!), then the sympleti dilation Vindues a positive ontat form � = {V !jM on M . If M is onave then � is a negativeontat form. Suppose that M is a onvex boundary omponent of (X;!X) with induedpositive ontat form �M and that N is a onave boundary omponent of (Y; !Y ) withindued negative ontat form �N . If � is a di�eomorphism from �N to M suh that��(�M) = �N then (X;!X) an be glued along � to (Y; !Y ) to form a new sympletimanifold. (This will be shown in setion 3.2.) Thus one approah to building losedsympleti manifolds is to understand the onstrution of manifolds with onvex and onaveboundaries and to understand the indued ontat forms.If M is a (strongly) onvex boundary omponent of a sympleti 4-manifold withindued positive ontat form �, thenM is also a weakly onvex boundary omponent withrespet to the positive ontat struture � = ker�. If all the boundary omponents of(X;!) are weakly onvex, then the positive ontat struture on eah boundary omponentis tight (see [2℄). Thus the onstrution of sympleti 4-manifolds with (strongly or weakly)onvex boundaries is useful as a onstrution of tight ontat strutures on 3-manifolds.In [11℄, Weinstein shows how to attah 2n-dimensional sympleti k-handles, aslong as k � n, along ertain speial (k � 1)-spheres in a onvex boundary of a sympleti2n-manifold, to build a new sympleti 2n-manifold with onvex boundary. (For details onsmooth onstrutions using handles, see [9℄. For bakground on handles in the onstrutionof 4-manifolds, see [8℄. We will also present some of the details in setion 2.2.) In thease where n = 2, we an summarize Weinstein's results as follows: Suppose (X;!) is asympleti 4-manifold with strongly onvex boundary. We onsider two ases:� Case 1: Given a pair of points K = (p+; p�) in �X (i.e. an embedding of S0), letY � X be a smooth manifold onstruted by attahing a 1-handle along K.� Case 2: Given a knot K in �X (an embedding of S1) whih is Legendrian with respetto the indued ontat struture on �X , let Y � X be a smooth manifold onstrutedby attahing a 2-handle along K with framing tb(K)� 1.Theorem 1.1 (Weinstein). In both ases above, Y an be onstruted so that ! extendsaross the handle and so that �Y is strongly onvex. The handle an be attahed in anarbitrarily small neighborhood of K.(This will be proved in setion 3.3.) In partiular, �Y arries an indued ontat form



1.3. NEW RESULTS 5whih is obtained from the ontat form on �X by a ertain \ontat surgery" along K.The onvexity implies that these surgeries yield tight ontat strutures. Starting with B4with the standard sympleti form, we an then form many sympleti 4-manifolds withonvex boundaries, and hene many 3-manifolds with tight ontat strutures. Gompf hasextensively investigated the possibilities using this onstrution in [7℄.A simple variation of Weinstein's onstrution yields the following result: Suppose(X;!) is a sympleti 4-manifold with strongly onave boundary and K � �X is a knotwhih is Legendrian with respet to the indued (negative) ontat struture on �X . LetY � X be a smooth manifold onstruted by attahing a 2-handle along K with framingtb(K)� 1.Theorem 1.2. In this ase Y an be onstruted so that ! extends aross the handle andso that �Y is strongly onave. Again the handle an be attahed in an arbitrarily smallneighborhood of K.1.3 New resultsThe new results presented in this paper require some ontrol on the behaviour ofontat forms in neighborhoods of knots. Given a knot K in a 3-manifold M , this ontrolis best stated in terms of \polar oordinates on a neighborhood of K". By this we meanfuntions (r; �; �) desribing an orientation-preserving embedding of a neighborhood � ofK into R2 � S1, where (r; �) map to polar oordinates on R2 and � maps to S1, withK = fr = 0g. (On a torus fr = R > 0g, the \�-axis" is a meridian urve while the \�-axis" is a longitude.) We will always assume that suh a neighborhood � is mapped ontofr < R�g � R2� S1 for some radius R� > 0. The oordinates determine a framing of K;in fat the funtion � is enough to determine the framing, so we label this framing F�.We begin with results whih will be proved in hapter 4, onerning the onstru-tion of sympleti 4-manifolds with weakly onvex boundaries.Lemma 1.3. Given a ontat struture � on a 3-manifoldM and a transverse knotK, thereexists a neighborhood � of K with oordinates (r; �; �) and a funtion s : (0; R2�℄! R suhthat � = spanf�r; s(r2)��+��g on � nK. If � is positive then s0 > 0 and limx!0 s(x) = �1.If � is negative then s0 < 0 and limx!0 s(x) =1.This funtion s will be alled the \framing funtion" assoiated to � and the



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONoordinates (r; �; �) beause, when s(R2) 2 Z, the harateristi foliation on the torusfr = Rg is a foliation by parallel simple losed urves linking K and realizing the framingF� + s(R2).De�nition 1.4. In the setup of lemma 1.3, when � is positive and we are given a framingF of K, we say that � is fat with respet to F if s(R2�) > F � F�. A transverse linkL = K1 [ : : :Kn is fat with respet to a framing F if their exists a family of mutuallydisjoint neighborhood �i � Ki eah of whih is fat with respet to FKi.(One should think of the \fatness" of a transverse knot as a framing-valued ontatinjetivity radius.)Given two framings F and F 0 of a link L, we say that F 0 � F if, for eah omponentK of L, FK � F 0K � 0. So by lemma 1.3 every transverse link L is fat with respet to someframing, and if L is fat with respet to F and F 0 � F then L is fat with respet to F 0.Now let (X;!) be a sympleti 4-manifold with (strongly) onvex boundary andlet L be a link in �X with some framing F . Let Y be a 4-manifold built by attahing2-handles along L with framing F .Theorem 1.5. In terms of the indued ontat struture on �X, if L is a transverse linkand is fat with respet to F , then Y an be onstruted so that ! extends aross the 2-handlesand so that �Y is weakly onvex.When we prove this theorem we will desribe expliitly how the ontat stru-ture on �Y is related to that on �X . In this ase we annot ask that the handles beattahed in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the knots; we will atually \use up" eah fatneighborhood.Compare theorem 1.5 to theorem 1.1, ase 2. Using Weinstein's sympleti 2-handles and the fat that we an always derease the Thurston-Bennequin framing of aLegendrian knot, we an onstrut ontat 3-manifolds by surgeries on a (topologial) linkL with all framings up to some upper bound given by the possible Legendrian realizationsof the isotopy lass of L. Theorem 1.5 also produes ontat 3-manifolds by surgeries onlinks with framings less than a ertain upper bound, and the proposition below says thatin fat theorem 1.5 an ahieve all the framings ahievable by Legendrian surgeries.Proposition 1.6. Suppose that K is a Legendrian knot in a positive ontat 3-manifoldwith a given neighborhood � and a framing F � tb(K)� 1. Then there exists a transverse



1.3. NEW RESULTS 7knot K 0 inside �, isotopi to K, whih is fat with respet to F .(This fat was pointed out to me by John Etnyre and will be proved in setion 4.1.)Sine weak onvexity is suÆient for tightness, both onstrutions yield tight ontat stru-tures. Next we present results whih will be proved in hapter 6, onerning the on-strution of sympleti 4-manifolds with onave boundaries. We begin with more expliitontrol on 1-forms near knots.De�nition 1.7. Suppose (r; �; �) are polar oordinates on a neighborhood � of a knot K.A ontat form � on � is well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �) if:1. there exist onstants A and B, with B > 0, suh that R� = A�� +B��,2. L��� = 0 and3. �(�r) = 0.A losed 1-form �0 on � nK is well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �) if �0 = Cd� + Dd�for some onstants C and D, with C > 0.The 1-form in question is said to be well-behaved near K if there exist oordinateson a neighborhood of K with respet to whih it is well-behaved. In this situation we mayalso say that K is well-behaved with respet to the 1-form.In this de�nition, the �rst two onditions in fat say that � is invariant underthe obvious ation of S1 � S1 on �. One onsequene of this de�nition is that if a ontatform � is well-behaved near K then K is neessarily a losed orbit of R�. Also if � (or�0) is well-behaved near K then it is well-behaved with respet to oordinates realizing anydesired framing of K. A losed 1-form �0 whih is well-behaved near K has some bearingon framings of K: We will say that a framing F of K is positive with respet to �0 if,given well-behaved oordinates (r; �; �), we have F �F� > �D=C. (One an think of �0 asspeifying an \R-valued framing" F�0 = F� �D=C.)Now suppose that (X;!) is a sympleti 4-manifold with onvex boundary and letL be a link in �X with framing F . Let � be the indued ontat form on �X and let Y bea smooth manifold built by attahing 2-handles along L with framing F .Theorem 1.8. Suppose there exists a losed 1-form �0 on �X n L with �0(R�) > 0 andsuppose that �X is ompat. If, for eah omponent K of L, there exist oordinates near



8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONK with respet to whih � and �0 are both well-behaved and suh that FK is positive withrespet to �0, then we an onstrut Y suh that ! extends aross the 2-handles and sothat �Y is onave. These handles an be attahed in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of theknots. Again, the indued ontat form on �Y will be desribed expliitly when we givethe onstrution. Compare this result to the previous theorems; here we an attah thehandles with any framing larger than some lower bound.In our examples, we will have �0 = dP where P : �X n L ! S1 is a �brationwith R� positively transverse to the �bers. For some simple examples where this theoremapplies, suppose X is the unit B4 � R4 with the standard sympleti form and the standardsympleti dilation mentioned earlier, giving S3 = �B4 the standard ontat form �. Inhapter 7 we will show that when L is the standard unknot in S3, theorem 1.8 applies forany framing F � 1 and that when L is the standard Hopf link in S3, theorem 1.8 appliesfor any framing F � 0 (where 0 refers to the 0-framing on eah omponent). In fat inhapter 7 we will present a large lass of surgery desriptions of 3-manifolds whih an berealized as the onave boundaries of sympleti 4-manifolds using this theorem.Chapter 6 proves more general results, but these depend on the following ideas,developed in hapter 5. In theorem 1.8, if L has more than one omponent but only some ofthe handles are attahed, we do not get a onave boundary but rather a boundary whihis partially onave and partially onvex. This notion is integral to the onstrutions andis made rigorous as follows:Let (X;!) be a sympleti 4-manifold.De�nition 1.9. Given vetor �elds V + and V � de�ned respetively on (possibly empty)open subsets X+ and X� of X, we say that (V +; V �) is a dilation-ontration pair if thefollowing equations hold (on the sets where they make sense):LV �(!) = �!; !(V +; V �) = 0 :(The seond equation provides the neessary rigidity for these strutures.) SupposethatM is a 3-dimensional submanifold of (X;!) and that (V +; V�) is a dilation-ontrationpair in X with domains X�.De�nition 1.10. (V +; V �) transversely overs M if M � X+ [ X� and if eah vetor�eld is positively transverse, where de�ned, to M .



1.3. NEW RESULTS 9Letting M� =M \X� and �� = {V�(!)jM�, the pair (�+; ��) is an instane ofthe following:De�nition 1.11. A ontat pair on M is a pair (�+; ��) of 1-forms, de�ned respetivelyon (possibly empty) open subsets M� of M , suh that M = M+ [M� and suh that thefollowing equations hold (on the sets where they make sense):��� ^ d�� > 0; �d�� = d�+By a boundary whih is partially onvex and partially onave, we mean a bound-ary whih is transversely overed by a dilation-ontration pair. We will show in hapter 5that the indued ontat pair on the boundary uniquely determines the germ of the sym-pleti form along the boundary. If (X;!X) and (Y; !Y ) are two sympleti 4-manifoldswith boundary omponentsM and �N respetively, suppose thatM and N are both trans-versely overed by dilation-ontration pairs. If there is a di�eomorphism from N to Mpreserving the ontat pairs we an then sympletially glue (X;!X) to (Y; !Y ), by theuniqueness of the germs. This generalizes the \onvex to onave" glueings desribed insetion 1.2.In general we will use the language of bordisms to desribe all these results arefullyand we will �nd it worthwhile to introdue a slight generalization of the familiar notion of\bordism".



10Chapter 2Terminology for SympletiConstrutionsWhen onstruting smooth manifolds by glueing together elementary buildingbloks suh as handles, one has to be areful about terminology beause some of the buildingbloks may not tehnially be manifolds, or beause one may need to \round orners" atvarious stages. When adding sympleti data to suh onstrutions one should be even moreareful. For this reason we develop some abstrations and nonstandard terminology herefor some standard ideas; with this terminology the proofs and statements of later resultswill be simpler and more preise than they would be without it.2.1 Topologial terminologyDe�nition 2.1. Given oriented (n� 1)-manifolds M1 and M2, a path from M1 to M2 isa triple P = (X;X1; X2) with the following properties:� X = X1[X2 is an n-manifold (without boundary), and X1 and X2 are n-dimensionalsubmanifolds of X with boundary, with �X1 = �M1 and �X2 =M2.� The support of P , written supp(P ) and de�ned to be the losure of the interior ofX1 \X2, is ompat.(Note that a losed manifold is a path from the empty manifold to itself.)We introdue the following notation, for i = 1; 2:�iP =Mi; and suppi(P ) = supp(P ) \ �iP :



2.1. TOPOLOGICAL TERMINOLOGY 11PSfrag replaements �2P�1P supp(P )X1X2 �2P 0�1P 0 supp(P 0)X 01 X 02Figure 2.1: Two equivalent pathes P = (X;X1; X2) and P 0 = (X 0; X 01; X 02).Another path P 0 = (X 0; X 01; X 02) is a restrition of P if X 0 is an open neighborhoodof X1 \X2 in X with X 0i = Xi \X 0. Two pathes are equivalent if they share a ommonrestrition. (See �gure 2.1.)If P = (X;X1; X2) and Q = (Y; Y1; Y2) are pathes, then a path di�eomorphismfrom P to Q is a di�eomorphism of triples� : (X 0; X 01; X 02)! (Y 0; Y 01 ; Y 02)where P 0 = (X 0; X 01; X 02) is a restrition of P and Q0 = (Y 0; Y 01 ; Y 02) is a restrition of Q. IfP and Q are equivalent and R and S are equivalent, then a path di�eomorphism from Pto R and a path di�eomorphism from Q to S are equivalent if they agree on a ommonrestrition of P and Q.De�nition 2.2. A generalized bordism P fromM1 to M2 is an equivalene lass of pathesfrom M1 to M2. A generalized bordism di�eomorphism is an equivalene lass of pathdi�eomorphisms.If P is a path representing P then supp(P) = supp(P ), �iP = �iP and suppi(P) =suppi(P ). We will sometimes all �1P the bottom boundary and �2P the top boundary. Theexistene of ollar neighborhoods for boundaries and the tubular neighborhood theorem



12 CHAPTER 2. TERMINOLOGY FOR SYMPLECTIC CONSTRUCTIONSPSfrag replaementsP
Q  P 0Q0� = �(�)P [ QFigure 2.2: Glueing two pathes together after trimming away exess material.(see [9℄) together say that an ordinary (ompat) bordism B de�nes a unique generalizedbordism whose support is B. Heneforth the word \bordism" will refer to a generalizedbordism. This terminology gives a onvenient way to desribe a glueing proedure. Giventwo n-dimensional bordisms P and Q represented respetively by pathes P = (X;X1; X2)and Q = (Y; Y1; Y2), suppose that  : �1Q ,! �2P is an embedding. Then the tubularneighborhood theorem and the ompatness of the supports implies that there exists abordism P [ Q represented by a path onstruted as follows: There exist restritions P 0and Q0 of P and Q, respetively, and an imbedding � from a neighborhood � of �1Q in Yinto X with �j�1Q =  and suh that(X 0 [� Y 0; X 01 [�j�\Y 01 Y 01 ; X 02 [�j�\Y 02 Y 02)is a path from �1P to (�2P n (supp1(Q)))[ �2Q. (When glueing two manifolds togetheralong open sets one has only to hek that the resulting spae is Hausdor� in order toonlude that it is a manifold. In this ase we hoose the restritions arefully so that theresult of the glueing is Hausdor�.) Then P [ Q is the equivalene lass of this path anddoes not depend on the hoie of P 0, Q0 or �. (See �gure 2.2.)A produt path (see �gure 2.3) is a path P = (X;X1; X2) for whih:



2.2. HANDLES AND HOW TO BUILD THEM 13PSfrag replaements R MFigure 2.3: A produt path� X = f(t; p) j ��(p) < t < f(p)g � R�M for a manifold M and positive funtions �and f on M ,� X1 = f(t; p) j t � 0g and� X2 = f(t; p) j t � h(p)g for a funtion h :M ! [0;1) with ompat support and withh < f .In this ase �1P =M0 = f0g�M and �2P =Mh = f(h(p); p) j p 2Mg, the graphof h in R�M ; in partiular there is a natural di�eomorphism from �1P to �2P . We willoften suppress mention of this di�eomorphism and think of M , M0 and Mh as the samemanifold. We will all h the height of P . The only topologial signi�ane to the height isthat supp1(P ) = f0g� supp(h); the height will be more important when we add sympletidata. A produt bordism is a bordism represented by a produt path. Two equivalentprodut pathes have the same height, so we an speak of the height of a produt bordism.Given a manifold M and a non-negative funtion h onM , we in fat have a unique produtbordism of height h whih we will all \the produt bordism of height h onstruted onM"and whih we will label Bh.2.2 Handles and how to build themHere we desribe a speial lass of bordisms arrying nontrivial topology, given twointegers n and k with 0 � k � n. An n-dimensional k-handle is a bordism di�eomorphi toa bordism H onstruted as follows: (We will frequently refer bak to this onstrution and



14 CHAPTER 2. TERMINOLOGY FOR SYMPLECTIC CONSTRUCTIONSthe notation established here.)When k = 0, we takeX = X1 = Rn, let X2 be any losed ball entered at 0 and letH = [(X;X1; X2)℄, so that �1H = ; and �2H �= Sn�1. When k = n we take X = X2 = Rnand X1 to be any ball entered at 0, so that now �1H �= �Sn�1 and �2H = ;. These twoases atually �t into the following more general onstrution given a few onventions, butit is simplest to see them separately.When 0 < k < n, we present a onstrution tailored to unify the various on-strutions of sympleti handles in later hapters, but this onstrution is easily seen to beequivalent to more standard onstrutions, suh as that in [9℄.ConsiderRn = Rk�Rn�k with oordinates x1; : : : ; xn and the two radius funtions:r21 = kXi=1 x2i ; r22 = nXi=k+1 x2i :Then f = �r21+ r22 is the standard Morse funtion with an index k ritial point at 0. Sup-pose we are given an orientation on Rn (we will have one example where this is not the stan-dard orientation). By onvention we orient non-ritial level sets f�1(t) as �(f�1(�1; t℄).Let Zdes = fr2 = 0g, the \desending manifold" or \ore", and let Zas = fr1 = 0g,the \asending manifold" or \o-ore". Pik onstants �1 < 0 < �2 and onsider the sub-manifolds f�1(�1) and f�1(�2), with K1 = Zdes \ f�1(�1), the \desending sphere", andK2 = Zas \ f�1(�2), the \asending sphere".Now suppose V is a gradient-like vetor �eld for f (i.e. df(V ) > 0 when df 6= 0 andV = 0 when df = 0) and suppose that V is tangent to Zdes and Zas (so that these reallyare the desending and asending manifolds for V ). (See �gure 2.4.) Beause V is positivelytransverse to f�1(�1) there exists an open neighborhood N of f0g� f�1(�1) in R� f�1(�1)with an embedding � : N ,! Rn given by ow along V starting on f�1(�1). Sine V isgradient-like for f , N an be made large enough so that � maps N onto Rn n Zas. Inpartiular there is some funtion T : f�1(�1) nK1 ! (0;1) suh that �(T (p); p) 2 f�1(�2)for all p 2 f�1(�1)nK1. (T is the time it takes to get from f�1(�1) to f�1(�2) along V ). Thuswe also get a di�eomorphism � : f�1(�1) nK1 ! f�1(�2) nK2 de�ned by �(p) = �(T (p); p).Let C, C 0 and U be tubular neighborhoods of K1 in f�1(�1), with C and C 0ompat, U open, C � interior(C0) and C 0 � U . Choose a funtion g : f�1(�1) ! [0; 1℄
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Figure 2.4: Two level sets of a Morse funtion f , the ow lines of a gradient-like vetor �eldV and the asending and desending manifolds.with supp(g) = C0 and gjC � 1 and let h = gT . Finally letX = �(N \ (R� U))[ ZasX1 = �(N \ ([0;1)� U))[ ZasX2 = �(f(t; p) j t � h(p); p 2 U nK1g) [ (Zas \ f�1(�1; �2℄)[ Zdes :Then let H = [(X;X1; X2)℄; we have �1H = U and �2H = �(f(h(p); p) j p 2 Ug)[K2, withsupp1(H) = C 0 = supp(g) = supp(h) [ K1. We will all the funtion h the height of thehandle H, whih again has little topologial signi�ane but whih will later help us keeptrak of sympleti data. Notie that V is positively transverse to both �1H and �2H. (See�gure 2.5.)The hoies involved in this onstrution are the onstants �1 and �2, the vetor�eld V , the tubular neighborhoods C;C0 and U and the funtion g. It is easy to see thatdi�erent hoies yield di�eomorphi pathes, but it will be important later to make thesehoies arefully.Via the splitting Rn = Rk�Rn�k, we get di�eomorphisms f�1(�1) �= Sk�1�Rn�kand f�1(�2) �= Rk� Sn�k�1. So K1 �= Sk�1 and K2 �= Sn�k�1 and both spheres ome withanonial framings from the splitting Rn = Rk �Rn�k. We will refer to these framings as



16 CHAPTER 2. TERMINOLOGY FOR SYMPLECTIC CONSTRUCTIONSPSfrag replaements CC 0U�2H
X1
X1 X2X2 X1 \X2Figure 2.5: Construting the handle H beginning with sets C � C0 � U � f�1(�1) andowing along V .the \handle-framings" of K1 and K2. (Depending on n and k one may need to be arefulabout orientations.) Thus, attahing an n-dimensional k-handle H to another bordism Balong  : �1H ,! �2B involves hoosing an embedding of a neighborhood of Sk�1 � f0g inSk�1 � Rn�k into �2B. In partiular this involves a hoie of an embedding of Sk�1 into�2B and a framing F of the image submanifold K. One of the basi results in handlebodytheory (see [9℄) is that, up to a di�eomorphism, B [ H depends only on K and F , so thatwe speak of attahing a handle \along K with framing F".Note that, unless k = 0 or n, the support of H will not be a manifold. Thesigni�ane of these building bloks, however, is that every losed n-manifold an be builtby glueing handles together, starting with 0-handles and ending with n-handles (see [9℄).In fat every ompat bordism, in the usual sense of the word \bordism", an be built bystarting with a produt bordism with positive height and attahing handles.A 1-handle is attahed along a 0-sphere or, in other words, a pair of points. Wheneverything is oriented there is only one framing of a pair of points, so that we do not needto speify a framing when attahing a 1-handle.We will be partiularly interested in 4-dimensional 2-handles, whih are attahedalong framed knots in 3-manifolds. We develop some more expliit notation for this ase,



2.2. HANDLES AND HOW TO BUILD THEM 17paying attention to our orientation onvention for level sets. When n = 4 and k = 2, thesubmanifolds f�1(�1), �1H, f�1(�2) and �2H are all di�eomorphi to R2� S1 and we havethe asending and desending irlesK1 and K2. We will write down expliit oriented polaroordinates on f�1(�1) and f�1(�2) as tubular neighborhoods of K1 and K2. We may thenuse oordinates on �1H oming from those on f�1(�1) and we may either use oordinates on�2H oming from those on f�1(�2) via bakward ow along V , or we may use oordinateson �2H nK2 oming from those on f�1(�1) via forward ow along V .In the spei� sympleti onstrutions in later hapters, we will work with posi-tively oriented oordinates labelled (x1; y1; x2; y2) on R4. In the new onstrutions (hap-ters 4 and 6) these will line up with the oordinates in the general onstrution above in thesense that we will have r21 = x21+ y21 and r22 = x22+ y22 . If we let (ri; �i) be polar oordinatesin the (xi; yi) plane, then orretly oriented polar oordinates on f�1(�1) are given by:(r = r2; � = �2; � = ��1)For future referene note that r21 = r2� �1 on f�1(�1). Corretly oriented polar oordinateson f�1(�2) are given by: (r = r1; � = �1; � = �2)Now note that r22 = r2 + �2 on f�1(�2).When we present Weinstein's sympleti 2-handles in setion 3.3, we will insteadhave r21 = r2x = x21 + x22 and r22 = r2y = y21 + y22. Then the oordinate system whih lines upwith the onstrution above is (x1; x2; y1; y2), whih is negatively oriented. Now let (rx; �x)and (ry; �y) be polar oordinates in the (x1; x2) and (y1; y2) planes, respetively. Then anorientation-preserving di�eomorphism from f�1(�1) to R2�S1 realizing the handle-framingis desribed by (x = y1; y = y2; � = �x);where (x; y) is the usual retangular oordinate system on R2.After establishing oriented oordinates (r; �; �) on f�1(�1), attahing a 4-dimen-sional 2-handle along a knot K with framing F now simply involves �nding a neighborhood� of K with oordinates whih we also label (r; �; �) suh that F� = F and piking threepositive radii R1 < R2 < R3 with R3 < R� , the radius of �. Then we onstrut H withC = fr � R1g, C 0 = fr � R2g and U = fr < R3g. Identifying the oordinates on
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Figure 2.6: Why we don't worry when V fails to extend aross Zas or to be gradient-likeoutside a neighborhood of f�1[�1; �2℄ n Zas.U � f�1(�1) with those on � gives an embedding of �1H into � sending the handle-framingof K1 to the framing F of K.A useful feature of the examples we onstrut will be that the \angle oordinates"�1 and �2 (or �x and �y) are invariant under ow along the gradient-like vetor �elds V thatwe use. Given this, the di�eomorphism � : f�1(�1) nK1 ! f�1(�2) nK2 indued by owalong V will satisfy the following equations:r Æ � = g(r) for some inreasing funtion g� Æ � = ��; � Æ � = �In fat, in the new 2-handles onstruted in hapters 4 and 6, we will slightlyompliate the onstrution outlined above. The vetor �eld V whih we use in eah asewill preserve the angle oordinates but will not be de�ned on Zas and will fail to begradient-like outside an open neighborhood of f�1[�1; �2℄ nZas. The last point is obviouslyminor if we an deal with the �rst point sine the entire onstrution an be arried outinside a neighborhood of f�1[�1; �2℄. To deal with the fat that V does not extend arossZas, we will show in eah ase that the map indued by ow along V is de�ned as a



2.3. SYMPLECTIC TERMINOLOGY 19di�eomorphism � : f�1(�1) n fr � Rg ! f�1(�2) nK2Then the onstrution an be easily modi�ed to work with suh a vetor �eld as long aswe hoose R1 > R (see �gure 2.6). The height of the handle with respet to suh a vetor�eld will then be a funtion h : f�1(�1) n fr � Rg ! [0;1). We will always assume thath = h(r2) is a funtion of r2.2.3 Sympleti terminologyNow we want to add sympleti data to the topologial onstrutions above.De�nition 2.3. If k < 2n, a germ G of a 2n-dimensional sympleti form along a k-manifold M is an equivalene lass of sympleti 2n-manifolds ontaining M as a subman-ifold under the following equivalene relation: Two sympleti manifolds (X;!X) �M and(Y; !Y ) � M are equivalent if there exist neighborhoods NX and NY of M in X and Y ,respetively, with a sympletomorphism � : NX ! NY whih is the identity along M .If � is an embedding of another k-manifold N into M and { is the inlusion of Minto a sympleti manifold (X;!) representing a germ G along M , then we an pull G bakto a germ ��G along N by pulling bak ! via the exponential map to the normal bundleof { Æ � : N ,! X . Given any non-zero onstant  and a germ G along M represented by(X;!), we de�ne the germ G to be the germ represented by (X; !). (Atually, if n is oddand  < 0 then we must reverse the orientation on X , but we are not onerned with thatase in this paper.) Of ourse a germ along M an also be thought of as a germ along �M .De�nition 2.4. Given (2n � 1)-manifolds M1 and M2 with 2n-dimensional sympletigerms G1 and G2, a sympleti path from (M1;G1) to (M2;G2) is a path P = (X;X1; X2)from M1 to M2 with a sympleti form ! suh that (X;!) represents both G1 and G2.A sympleti restrition is a path restrition with the inherited sympleti form.Two sympleti pathes are equivalent if they have a ommon sympleti restrition anda generalized sympleti bordism is an equivalene lass of sympleti pathes. In generalwe will say \sympleti bordism" when we mean \generalized sympleti bordims". WhenP is a sympleti bordism from (M1;G1) to (M2;G2), we may also write �iP = (Mi;Gi) or



20 CHAPTER 2. TERMINOLOGY FOR SYMPLECTIC CONSTRUCTIONS�iP = Mi and G(�iP) = Gi. (For \G(�1P)" read \the germ along the bottom boundary ofP" and for \G(�2P)" read \the germ along the top boundary of P".)A path sympletomorphism is a path di�eomorphism whih respets the sym-pleti forms. Likewise we an de�ne equivalent path sympletomorphisms and thus bor-dism sympletomorphisms.Now by the de�nition of a sympleti germ and the argument in the topologial asewe an see that sympleti bordisms an be glued together just like topologial bordisms:If P and Q are sympleti bordisms and if  : �1Q ,! �2P is an embedding for whih �G(�2P) = G(�1Q), then we an glue Q to P along  to form the sympleti bordismP [ Q. Given a non-zero onstant  and bordism P represented by (X;X1; X2; !), we analways form a bordism P by replaing ! with !. Then we have G(�iP) = G(�iP).Considering produt bordisms in this ontext gives rise to the following question:Given a (2n�1)-manifold M and two 2n-dimensional sympleti germs G1 and G2 alongM ,does there exist a produt bordism from (M;G1) to (M;G2)? For ertain speial lasses ofgerms we will onstrut suh produt bordisms and use them extensively in our onstru-tions. We will onstrut sympleti handles by following the onstrution in setion 2.2and imposing some sympleti form on Rn. By hoosing the vetor �elds V in the onstru-tion arefully we will able to use ontat forms to reord the sympleti germs along thetop and bottom boundaries.



21Chapter 3Bakground Results3.1 Standard loal results in ontat and sympleti topologyA variety of results desribing loal behaviours of sympleti forms and ontatforms an be dedued from an argument attributed to Moser and desribed arefully byMDu� and Salamon in [10℄. The simplest version is Darboux's theorem, whih states thatany two sympleti forms on a neighborhood of a point are, after perhaps shrinking theneighborhoods, sympletomorphi. Here we will state only the versions we need.The sympleti results are very standard so we begin by quoting a lemma verbatimand without proof:Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 3.14 in [10℄, page 94). LetM be a 2n-dimensional smooth mani-fold and Q �M be a ompat submanifold. Suppose that !0; !1 2 
2(M) are losed 2-formssuh that at eah point q of Q the forms !0 and !1 are equal and nondegenerate on TqM .Then there exist open neighborhoods N0 and N1 of Q and a di�eomorphism  : N0 ! N1suh that  jQ = id;  �!1 = !0 :The immediate orollary most useful for us is:Corollary 3.2. For i = 1; 2, suppose that (Xi; !i) are sympleti 2n-manifolds with om-pat submanifolds Mi. If � : TM1X1 ! TM2X2 is a bundle isomorphism for whih ��!2 =!1jTM1X1 then there exists a sympletomorphism 	 from a neighborhood of M1 to a neigh-borhood of M2 with 	jM1 = �jM1.



22 CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND RESULTSProof. Extend � to a di�eomorphism � from a neighborhood of M1 to a neighborhood ofM2. Let !0 = ��!2 and note that !0 and !1 are equal and nondegenerate on TM1X1, sowe an apply the lemma quoted above to get a map  whih is the identity along M1 andsuh that  �!1 = !0. Then let 	 = � Æ  �1.We will develop analogous results for ontat strutures beginning with a lemmawhih is proved (but not stated as a lemma) in [10℄.Lemma 3.3. For any family �t of ontat forms on a manifold M there exists a family Xtof vetor �elds, generating a ow  t, suh that  �t�t = ft�0 (for some family ft of funtionson M). Furthermore, wherever ddt�t = 0, we will have Xt = 0.Proof. (This proof is obbled together from a proof in [10℄ and a proof in [5℄.) Let �0t = ddt�tand let ht = �0t(R�t), where R�t is the Reeb vetor �eld for �t. We laim that there existsa unique vetor �eld Xt 2 ker�t suh that ht�t � �0t = {Xtd�t. Given this laim, and sine{Xt�t = 0, we get that ddt�t + LXt�t = ht�t.To prove this laim, note that the map X 7! {Xd�, for a ontat form �, is a linearisomorphism from ker� to the spae of 1-forms f� j �(R�) = 0g. But �t = ht�t � �0t is inthis subspae for eah �t.Now let  t be the ow generated by Xt starting from  0 = id. We want to showthat  �t�t = ft�0 for some positive funtions ft. Certainly this is true when t = 0. Ournext laim is that ddt( �t�t) = gt �t�t, where gt = ht Æ t. Given this laim, we get an initialvalue problem at eah point in the manifold whih an be solved for  �t�t to get: �t�t = eR t0 gsds �0�0 = ft�0and ft > 0.To prove this last laim, we use the \Lie derivative formula for time-dependentvetor �elds" (see [1℄ theorem 5.4.5) whih says that ddt( �t�t) =  �t ( ddt�t + LXt�t) whih,by the �rst paragraph, is equal to  �t (ht�t) = gt �t�t.(Lemma 3.1 is proved by a very similar method.) Note that we make no assertions abouthow long the ows persist. However if M is losed then they exist for all time and we get:Corollary 3.4 (Gray's theorem). Suppose that �t is a 1-parameter family of ontatforms on a losed manifold M . Then there exists an isotopy  t :M ! M and a family offuntions ft :M ! (0;1) suh that �t =  �t (ft�0).



3.1. STANDARD LOCAL RESULTS IN CONTACTAND SYMPLECTIC TOPOLOGY23In other words, any isotopy of ontat strutures on a losed manifold is the pull-bak via an ambient isotopy of the initial ontat struture.We also use lemma 3.3 to prove the following:Corollary 3.5 (Darboux's theorem for ontat strutures). Let M1 and M2 be(2n � 1)-manifolds with ontat forms �i and ompat submanifolds Ki, suppose that � :TK1M1 ! TK2M2 is a bundle isomorphism suh that ���2 = f�1jTK1M1 for some positivefuntion f on K1. Then there exists a ontatomorphism 	 from a neighborhood of K1 toa neighborhood of K2 with 	jK1 = �jK1Note that, even if f = 1 we are not asserting that 	��2 = �1 but simply that	��2 = F�1 for some positive funtion F .Proof. Extend � to a di�eomorphism � from a neighborhood ofK1 to a neighborhood of K2and let �0 = ���2. On a neighborhood of K1 let �t = (1� t)�0+ t�1. Sine �0 = f�1 alongK1 and K1 is ompat, �t is ontat for all t 2 [0; 1℄ in a (possibly smaller) neighborhoodof K1. Now apply lemma 3.3 to this neighborhood to get the vetor �eld Xt and ow  t.Sine Xt = 0 along K1,  t is the identity on K1. Sine K1 is ompat,  t is de�ned for tbetween 0 and 1, after again shrinking the neighborhood if neessary. So  �1�1 = f1�0 andwe let 	 = � Æ  �11 . 	 preserves the o-orientation beause it does so along K1 (assumingeah neighborhood of eah omponent of K1 is onneted).We mainly use this result in the following form:Corollary 3.6. Let (M1; �1) and (M2; �2) be 3-manifolds with ontat forms, either bothpositive or both negative. We onsider three ases, for i = 1; 2:1. Ki is a single point in Mi.2. Ki is a Legendrian knot in Mi.3. Ki is a transverse knot in Mi.Then in eah ase there exist neighborhoods �i of Ki inMi and a di�eomorphism � : �1 ! �2suh that �(K1) = K2 and ��(�2) = f�1 for some positive funtion f on �1. In ase 2,  neessarily takes the framing tb(K1) to the framing tb(K2).



24 CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND RESULTSProof. In eah ase we hoose a di�eomorphism from K1 to K2 and extend it to a bundleisomorphism from TK1M1 to TK2M2 taking the underlying o-oriented ontat struturefor �1 to that for �2. Then apply orollary 3.5. In ase 2,  takes tb(K1) to tb(K2)simply beause the Thurston-Bennequin faming is anonially determined by the ontatstruture.(We will see later that in ase 3 we an take any hosen framing ofK1 to any hosen framingof K2.)3.2 Contat forms, ontat strutures and sympleti germsIf M is a (2n � 1)-dimensional manifold with ontat form � then R�M withthe form ! = d(et�) (where t is the R-oordinate) is a sympleti 2n-manifold alled thesympleti�ation of (M;�). Note that �t is a sympleti dilation and that � = {�t!jf0g�M .More generally, if M is a (2n � 1)-dimensional submanifold of a sympleti 2n-manifold(X;!) with a sympleti dilation V de�ned in a neighborhood of and positively transverseto M , then � = {V !jM is a positive ontat form on M . This is exatly beause d� = !jMso � ^ (d�)n�1 = {V !njM > 0. In this situation, ow along V starting on M gives anembedding of a neighborhood of f0g �M in R�M into X whih, by the uniqueness ofsolutions to ordinary di�erential equations, is in fat a sympleti embedding. This is aninstane of the following:Lemma 3.7. A positive ontat form � on a 3-manifold M de�nes a unique 4-dimensionalsympleti germ G(�) in the following sense: There exists a sympleti 4-manifold (X;!)ontaining M with a sympleti dilation positively transverse to M induing �, and anyother sympleti 4-manifold (X 0; !0) ontaining M with the property that !0jM = d� repre-sents the same germ along M .Proof. We an take (X;!) to be the sympleti�ation of (M;�), identifyingM with f0g�M .Now given (X 0; !0) with the indiated property, we will onstrut a bundle isomorphism  from TMX 0 to TMX overing the identity and preserving the sympleti forms along M .Then we will apply orollary 3.2. To get this bundle isomorphism we need to onstrut avetor �eld V 0 along M and transverse to M in X 0 (i.e. a setion of TMX 0 transverse toTM) suh that {V 0!0jTM = �. Then we onstrut  by sending V 0 to V . The fat that �!0 = ! follows from the fats that !jTM = !0jTM , that {V !jTM = {V 0!0jTM and that V



3.2. CONTACT FORMS, CONTACT STRUCTURES AND SYMPLECTIC GERMS 25and V 0 are transverse toM . To onstrut V 0, extend � to a maximal rank 1-form on TMX 0;then there exists a unique V 0 suh that {V 0!0 = � (this follows from the nondegeneray of!). That V 0 is positively transverse to M omes from the fat that � is a positive ontatform with d� = !0jTM .Germs de�ned by ontat forms behave well under pull-baks in the sense that if� is an embedding then ��G(�) = G(���). Also, for any non-zero , G(�) = G(�).De�nition 3.8. A sympleti bordism from (M1;G1) to (M2;G2) is onvex if Gi = G(�i)for positive ontat forms �i on Mi, with �1 = �2 on M1 \M2.Notie that the ondition that �1 and �2 agree onM1\M2 and lemma 3.7 togetherguarantee that the result of glueing one onvex bordism onto another is again onvex. Theeasiest way to show that a bordism is onvex is to demonstrate a single sympleti dilationde�ned on a whole path representing the bordism and then to show that it is positivelytransverse to both boundaries. Another important point is the following: When glueing twoonvex manifold P andQ along an embedding  : �1Q ,! �2P , suppose that we have hosensympleti dilations positively transverse to �1Q and �2P and suppose that  respets theindued ontat forms. Then, after glueing, the two dilations path together to give asympleti dilation positively transverse to �2P � P [ Q. (This is by the omment thata sympleti dilation transverse to a odimension 1 submanifold gives a unique embeddingof the sympleti�ation of the submanifold with its indued ontat form.)A sympleti manifold (X;!) with (strongly) onvex boundary as desribed inthe introdution, with indued ontat form � on �X , is thus the support of a onvexbordism from the empty manifold to (�X;G(�)). If instead �X is onave then X is thesupport of a onvex bordism from (��X;G(��)) to the empty manifold. (Multiply thesympleti ontration by �1 to get a dilation pointing into X .) The onvex to onaveglueing mentioned in setion 1.2 then follows from the fat that sympleti bordisms an beglued sympletially and the fat that ontat forms determine unique sympleti germs.De�nition 3.9. A produt onvex bordism is a produt sympleti bordism P representedby a sympleti path (X = R�M;X1; X2; !) for whih �t is a sympleti dilation (wheret is the R-oordinate).Given suh a bordism, G(�iP) = G(�i) where �i = {�t!j�iP . Identifying M withM0 = �1P and letting � = �1, we an see that ! = d(et�) and that �2 = eh�. Thus we



26 CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND RESULTSan onlude:Proposition 3.10. Given a (2n � 1)-manifold M with a positive ontat form � and afuntion h : M ! [0;1), there exists a unique produt onvex bordism Bh of height honstruted on (M;�) with G(�1Bh) = G(�), G(�2Bh) = G(�h), where �h = eh�.Corollary 3.11. Suppose we are given (M;�) and subsets C � U � M , with C ompatand U open, and a ontat form �1 on U with the same underlying ontat struture as �.Then there exists another ontat form �2 on M with the same underlying ontat struturesuh that �2 = k�1 on C for some onstant k > 0 and �2 = � on M n U , and there existsa produt onvex bordism Bh from (M;G(�)) to (M;G(�2 = �h)).Proof. Let f be a non-negative funtion equal to 1 on C and supported inside U . Note that�1 = g� for some positive funtion g on U . Choose k so that kg > 1 on C, let h = f log(kg)and build Bh as in proposition 3.10.These produt onvex bordisms are most useful for the following onstrution:Suppose that P is a onvex bordism from (M1;G(�1)) to (M2;G(�2)) and that Q is aonvex bordism from (N1;G(�1)) to (N2;G(�2)). We know that we an glue Q to P alongan imbedding  : N1 ,! M2 as long as  �G(�2) = G(�1) and in partiular as long as ��2 = �1. Suppose instead that  is just a ontatomorphism. Then �1 =  �(g�2) forsome positive funtion g on  (N1). As long as g extends to an open neighborhood U of aompat set C ontaining  (N1) then there is still a sense in whih we an glue Q to Palong  . Atually we apply orollary 3.11 to get a onstant k > 0 and a produt onvexbordism Bh from (M2;G(�2)) to (M2;G(�02)) where �02 = kg�2 on  (N1), kg = eh and h issupported on a C and identially 0 outside U . Then glue Bh to P along M2 and glue kQto Bh along  .The result of this onstrution is topologially the same as glueing Q to P but toahieve the glueing sympletially we need to resale the form on Q and to \�ll the gap"with Bh. We will all this a \sloppy glueing" of Q onto P . (See �gure 3.1.)3.3 Weinstein's sympleti handlesThe handles that Weinstein onstruts in [11℄ are examples of onvex sympletibordisms and an be desribed onisely using the onstrution of handles in setion 2.2.



3.3. WEINSTEIN'S SYMPLECTIC HANDLES 27PSfrag replaements kQ BhPFigure 3.1: Sloppy glueing: �lling the gap with a produt bordism.The vetor �elds V used to onstrut the handles are sympleti dilations so that the levelsets f�1(�1) and f�1(�2) and the boundaries �1H and �2H arry indued ontat forms. Tounderstand how to attah these handles to other onvex bordisms we need to understandthese ontat forms.To build a onvex 2n-dimensional k-handle, start with R2n with oordinates(x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn)and the standard sympleti form ! = nXi=1 dxi ^ dyi :Note that when n = 2, a positively oriented oordinate system is (x1; y1; x2; y2), making theoordinate system (x1; x2; y1; y2) negatively oriented. Consider the two radius funtionsr21 = kXi=1 x2i ; r22 = nXi=k+1 x2i + nXi=1 y2iwith the Morse funtion f = �r21 + r22 and the vetor �eldV = kXi=1(�xi�xi + 2yi�yi) + nXi=k+1 12(xi�xi + yi�yi) :Chek that V is a sympleti dilation and is gradient-like for f . Then, following the notationin setion 2.2, after we hoose the onstants �1 and �2, the sets C;C 0 and U and thefuntion g, we get a onvex sympleti k-handle H, sine V is positively transverse to bothboundaries. Let �i be the ontat forms indued by V on �iH, so that G(�iH) = G(�i).



28 CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND RESULTSIt is instrutive to onsider the ase n = 2. We have a partiular result whih willbe useful in hapter 7, whih ould probably be proved by other arguments, but whih fol-lows niely from the existene of these handles. Suppose that � is an oriented, n-punturedsurfae with a proper Morse funtion f : � ! [0;1) with no ritial points of index 2. Inother words, there is some t0 > 0 f�1(t0;1) has n omponents U1; : : :Un, eah di�eomor-phi via a map �i to R2 n fr2 � t0g suh that r2 Æ�i = f jUi . Let !R2 = dx^ dy = rdr^ d�,the standard sympleti form on R2 and let VR2 = 12r�r, the standard sympleti dilation.Lemma 3.12. In this situation, there exists a sympleti form ! on � and a sympletidilation V whih is gradient-like for f suh that, on eah Ui, we have ��i!R2 = ! andD�iV = VR2.Proof. Build � using onvex handles with a handle deomposition orresponding to thegive Morse funtion f . We an always attah the 1-handles beause a ontat form on a1-manifold is just a nowhere zero 1-form, and we an always make these math up loally.After attahing all the 1-handles we have a bordism from the empty set to n irles, witha sympleti dilation gradient-like for a ertain Morse funtion induing a ontat form oneah irle. After reparametrizing this Morse funtion, we an arrange that the support ofthis bordism is di�eomorphi to f�1(�1; t0℄ via a di�eomorphism mathing up the Morsefuntions. We an pik a oordinate �i on eah boundary omponent Ci so that the ontatform on Ci is 12R2id�i for some R2i > 0. After resaling the sympleti form we an arrangethat R2i < t0 for eah i. Reparametrize the Morse funtion again so that f(Ci) = R2i . Nownotie that we an attah the annuli R2 n fr2 < R2i g to the boundary omponents in suha way that the sympleti forms, Morse funtions and sympleti dilations all math up(using the same onvex glueing.)Weinstein desribes exatly how muh data is needed to determine when one ofthese onvex handle an be attahed to another onvex bordism in arbitrary dimensions.Rather than present the general argument we will look at the two ases of most interest tous.Proposition 3.13. Suppose we are given a 3-manifold M with a positive ontat form �and a submanifold K with a ompat neighborhood C inside an open neighborhood U .1. If K is a pair of points then there exists a positive funtion g on U , a onvex 4-dimensional 1-handle H with G(�1H) = G(�1) and an embedding  : �1H ,! C suh



3.3. WEINSTEIN'S SYMPLECTIC HANDLES 29that  (K1) = K and  �g� = �1.2. If K is a Legendrian knot then there exists a positive funtion g on U , a onvex 4-dimensional 2-handle H with G(�1H) = G(�1) and an embedding  : �1H ,! C suhthat  (K1) = K and  �g� = �1 and suh that  takes the handle framing of K1 tothe framing tb(K)� 1.In both ases the gradient-like vetor �eld V used in the onstrution of H is a sympletidilation induing �1 on �1H.With this we an give theProof of theorem 1.1. Realize X in the statement of the theorem as the support of a onvexbordism X with �1X = ; and �2X = �X . By the onvexity we have a positive ontat form� suh that G(�) = G(�2X ). Y is then the support of a onvex bordism Y onstruted byperforming a \sloppy glueing" of a onvex handle H onstruted by proposition 3.13 ontoX .Proof of proposition 3.13. We will use the general onstrution of onvex handles outlinedabove, with n = 2 and k = 1 or 2. Let �1 be the ontat form indued on f�1(�1) by V .In ase k = 1, K1 is a pair of points in f�1(�1). In ase k = 2, we will show that K1 is aLegendrian knot and that the handle framing is tb(K1) � 1. Then we use orollary 3.6 toget a ontatomorphism  from a neighborhood �1 of K1 in f�1(�1) onto a neighborhood�0 � U of K, whih takes the handle framing to tb(K)� 1 when k = 2. Then build H sothat �1H is an open tubular neighborhood of K1 inside  �1(C).In the ase k = 2, we show that K1 is Legendrian by diret alulation of �1 alongK1. Here we have f = �x21� x22+ y21 + y22 and V = �x1�x1 +2y1�y1 � x2�x2 +2y2�y2 . AlsoK1 = fy1 = y2 = 0g \ f�1(�1) = fx21 + x22 = ��1; y1 = y2 = 0g. Sine{V ! = �x1dy1 � 2y1dx1 � x2dy2 � 2y2dx2we have �1jK1 = �x1dy1 � x2dy2. Converting to the oordinates on f�1(�1) desribed insetion 2.2, this beomes �1jK1 = (os �xdy1 + sin �xdy2) = (os�dx + sin �dy) for someunimportant onstant . Thus the kernel of �1 makes exatly one full right-handed twistaround K1, so the handle-framing is tb(K1)� 1.



30 CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND RESULTSOne way to think about attahing suh a handle is to use orollary 3.11 to get kand h and to glue together the handle kH and the produt bordism Bh of height h builton (U;G(�jU)) to reate an enlarged handle H0 = Bh [ kH. This handle an then beglued diretly onto a bordism P with �2P = (M;G(�)). The point is that the sympletidilations on Bh and kH path together under the glueing to give a sympleti dilation V onH0 suh that ow along V gives a di�eomorphism � : U nK ! �2H0 nK2. Sine � omesfrom ow along the dilation that indues the ontat forms, we know that ���2 = eH� forsome funtion H : U n K ! [0;1). Sine V is gradient-like inside H we also know thatlimp!K H(p) =1.This shows us how to understand the \ontat surgery" that results from attahingone of these handles to a onvex bordism P . The submanifold K is removed from �2P anda new submanifold K2 with its neighborhood �2H0 is glued in via an embedding 	 = ��1 :�2H0 ,! �2PnK. Then the ontat form � on �2P is replaed by eH�, whereH is supportedinside the image of 	. The ruial property of H is that it blows up along K and in fatblows up in exatly the right way so that 	�(eH�) extends aross K2.Now we onsider briey the onave version of this onstrution.Proof of theorem 1.2. We �rst need a de�nition of a onave bordism, and of the germ G(�)determined by a negative ontat form �. This is given by the negative sympleti�ation(R� M;! = �d(e�t�)) and the proof of uniqueness is essentially idential to that forpositive germs. There is an obvious sloppy glueing onstrution in the onave situation. Toonstrut the onave 2-handles in dimension 4 we look atR4 with the same sympleti formand the same Morse funtion as in the onvex ase, but with the gradient-like sympletiontration V = �2x1�x1+y1�y1�2x2�x2+y2�y2 . Then we alulate that �1jK1 = {V !jK1 =�2x1dy1 � 2x2dy2, the kernel of whih again makes one full right handed twist around K1,so that the handle framing is tb(K1)� 1.



31Chapter 4Fat Transverse 2-HandlesIn this hapter we will prove theorem 1.5 and give an expliit desription of theontat surgery involved. First we prove some preliminary lemmas.4.1 Framings and neighborhoods of transverse knotsProof of lemma 1.3. Let � = d�� 12r2d� on R2� S1, a positive ontat form when � = +and a negative ontat form when � = �. Note that f0g� S1 is transverse to ker�. Givena ontat struture � on a 3-manifold M and a transverse knot K, we apply orollary 3.6to K and f0g � S1 to get a neighborhood � of K, a radius R and a ontatomorphism : (�; �)! (fr < Rg � S1; ker�) :This indues oordinates on � with R� = R. Now just note that ker� = spanf�r;� 2r2�� +��g away from fr = 0g, so we have s(r2) = � 2r2 .Lemma 4.1. Given any funtion s : (0;1) ! R suh that s0 > 0 and 1s = t where textends smoothly aross 0 with t(0) = 0 and t0(0) < 0, there exists a unique positive ontatstruture � on R2�S1 with � = spanf�r; s(r2)��+��g away from fr = 0g. Given two suhfuntions s1 and s2 desribing ontat strutures �1 and �2, suppose that R1 and R2 areradii suh that s2(R22) = s1(R21)+k, for some integer k. Then there exist positive onstantsÆ1 and Æ2 and a funtion g : [0; R1 + Æ1) ! [0; R2 + Æ2) suh that s2(g(r)2) = s1(r2) + kgiving a ontatomorphism � : (r; �; �) 7! (g(r); � + k�; �) from (fr < R1 + Æ1g; �1) to(fr < R2 + Æ2g; �2).



32 CHAPTER 4. FAT TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLESProof. To see that � is a well-de�ned ontat struture given s and t simply requires verifyingthat � extends smoothly aross fr = 0g as a positive ontat form. But this is true beause,near r = 0, � is the kernel of d�� t(r2)d� whih is a positive ontat form beause t0(0) < 0.For the other half of the lemma, de�ne g by g(r)2 = qs�12 (s1(r2) + k) and notethat s�12 is de�ned on an open neighborhood of (0; s1(R21) + k℄. Verify that � is a onta-tomorphism by diret omputation.Notie that � takes the framing F� to the framing F� + k. In partiular, if aneighborhood � of a knot K is fat with respet to a framing F then we an always hooseoordinates (r; �; �) on � with framing funtion s suh that F = F� and s(R2�) > 0.To prove proposition 1.6 we will need the following:Lemma 4.2. If �1 and �2 are 1-forms on a disk D suh that d�i is a sympleti form(positive area form) on D then �i = d� + �i are positive ontat forms on D � S1. If� : (D; d�1) ! (D; d�2) is a sympletomorphism then there exists a funtion h : D ! Rsuh that the di�eomorphism � : D�S1 ! D�S1 given by �(p; �) = (p; �+h(p)) satis�es���2 = �1.Proof. That eah �i is a positive ontat form is a straightforward alulation. Sine��d�2 = d�1, the 1-form �1 � ���2 is losed and therefore exat. Choose h so that�1 = ���2 + dh. Then ���2 = d(���) + ���2 = d�+ dh+ ���2 = �1.Proof of proposition 1.6. Without loss of generality, by orollary 3.6, we may assume that� has the form (� = D� � S1; � = ker�) where � = dy � xd�, x and y are oordinateson the disk D� = fx2 + y2 < �2g of radius �, and � is the S1-oordinate. This is beauseK = f0g � S1 is Legendrian. Note that tb(K) is the \zero-framing" oming from theprodut struture on �. We will measure all framings relative to this produt framing, sothat tb(K) � 1 = �1. On fx > 0g, � = ker�0, where �0 = d� + � and � = � 1xdy. The2-form d� = 1x2dx ^ dy is a positive sympleti form on fx > 0g. We will onstrut asympletomorphism � from the disk D2 of radius 2 in R2 with the standard sympletiform dx ^ dy = rdr ^ d� onto a region D � fx > 0; x2 + y2 < �g with the sympleti formd�. On D2 let �2 = 12r2d� and note that d�2 = rdr ^ d�. Thus the lemma above gives aontatomorphism � from (D2 � S1; d�+ �) onto (D � S1; �0). taking the zero framing tothe zero framing. Then simply note that, for the ontat form d�+ �, D2 � S1 is fat withrespet to the framing �1 = tb(K)� 1.



4.2. FAT TRANSVERSE SURGERIES AND 2-HANDLES 33We onstrut � diretly. Choose two positive onstants 1 and 2, de�ne � by:x Æ � = 21 � x; y Æ � = 2yand verify that �� 1x2dx^dy = dx^dy. The map is only de�ned when x < 1, but as long aswe hoose 1 > p2, � will be de�ned on D2. By hoosing 2 small enough we an guaranteethat �(D2) � D�.4.2 Fat transverse surgeries and 2-handlesHere we desribe a ertain surgery on a fat neighborhood of a transverse knot andshow that it an be realized by attahing sympleti handles.Suppose � is a neighborhood of K with oordinates (r; �; �) and ontat struture� = spanf�r; s(r2)��+��g as in lemma 1.3 suh that F� = F and s(R2�) > 0. Let R < R� bethe radius for whih s(R2) = 0 and hoose some positive Æ < R. Remove the set fr � R�Ægfrom �. Let T be a solid torus with oordinates (r; �; �) and radius RT = R� �R+ Æ. GlueT into � n fr � R� Æg via a map 	 de�ned on fr > 0g as follows:	 : (r; �; �) 7! (r +R� Æ; �;��)Letting � = d� � s(r2)d� (so that � = ker�), we get that 	�� = s((r + R � Æ)2)d� + d�.Let t(r2) be a funtion of r2 whih agrees with s((r + R � Æ)2) outside fr � Æ + Æ1g forsome positive Æ1 < R� �R, goes to 0 smoothly as r2 goes to 0 and has positive derivative.Then the 1-form t(r2)d� + d� is a positive ontat form whih extends smoothly arossfr = 0g � T and agrees with 	�� outside a small neighborhood of fr = 0g � T .A similar transverse surgery has also been desribed, in a di�erent ontext andwithout 4-dimensional sympleti onstrutions, in [6℄.Reall the de�nition of weak onvexity. We will say that a sympleti bordismP with sympleti form ! is a \onvex-to-weakly-onvex" bordism if G(�1P) = G(�1) forsome positive ontat form �1 on �1P and if there is a positive ontat struture �2 on �2Pwhih agrees with ker�1 on �1P \ �2P and suh that !j�2 > 0. A onvex-to-weakly-onvexbordism an be glued onto a onvex bordism, but in general we do not know how to glueonto a onvex-to-weakly-onvex bordism.Proposition 4.3. Given a 3-manifold M with ontat form �, suppose K is a transverseknot with a neighborhood � with oordinates (r; �; �) fat with respet to a given framing F .



34 CHAPTER 4. FAT TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLESLet R be the radius for whih s(R2) = F � F� and let A = fr � Rg � �. Then there existsa positive funtion g on � and a onvex-to-weakly-onvex 2-handle H, with G(�1H) = G(�1)for a positive ontat form �1 on �1H and with an embedding  : �1H ,! � suh that �g� = �1 and  (K1) = K and suh that  takes the handle framing to the framing F .We an arrange that  (�1H) lie in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of A (but not in anarbitrarily small neighborhood of K). Lastly, the surgery ahieved by attahing the handleand extending the ontat struture ker�1 aross the new boundary using �2 is the surgerydesribed above.Now we are ready for theProof of theorem 1.5. As in the proof of theorem 1.1, let X be the onvex bordism withsupp(X ) = X . Then attah the onvex-to-weakly-onvex handles from proposition 4.3along L using the \sloppy glueing" onstrution of setion 3.2.Proof of proposition 4.3. We onstrutH aording to the model onstrution in setion 2.2.Reall the usage there of the various radii R < R1 < R2 < R3. As advertised, we will usea vetor �eld V for whih the angle oordinates �1 and �2 are invariant under ow along Vbut whih fails to extend aross Zas and is only gradient-like on an open neighborhood off�1[�1; �2℄ n Zas. We will alulate a radius R and show that the map � indued by owalong V is de�ned as a di�eomorphism� : f�1(�1) n fr � Rg ! f�1(�2) nK2 :We will impose the standard sympleti form on R4 and V will be a sympleti dilation andtherefore will indue a ontat form �1 on f�1(�1) and a ontat form �2 on f�1(�2) nK2.We will show that K1 is a transverse knot, that f�1(�1) is fat with respet to the handleframing, and that given any neighborhood � of K1 in f�1(�1) whih is fat with respet tothe handle framing we an onstrut H so that �1H � �. Then we will show that �2Hsupports the promised ontat struture �2, obtained by modifying ker�2 so that it extendsaross K2, and show that this realizes the surgery desribed. The rest of the propositionfollows from lemma 4.1.On R4, using polar oordinates (r1; �1; r2; �2), the standard sympleti form be-omes ! = r1dr1 ^ d�1 + r2dr2 ^ d�2; the Morse funtion is f = �r21 + r22. The sympleti



4.2. FAT TRANSVERSE SURGERIES AND 2-HANDLES 35dilation is: V = 12[(r1 � 1r1 )�r1 + r2�r2 ℄whih blows up along fr1 = 0g = Zas. Note that df(V ) = f + 1 so that V is gradient-likeon f�1(�1;1) nZas. Thus we make sure to hoose �1 > �1.Using the oordinates (r; �; �) on f�1(�1) and f�1(�2) from setion 2.2, we alulatethat the ow � along V starting on f�1(�1), as a map from (an open subset of) R�f�1(�1)into R4, is given by r21 Æ� = (r2 � �1 � 1)et + 1; �1 Æ �+ = ��r22 Æ �+ = r2et; �2 Æ �+ = � :Note that the ow lines meet f�1(�2) when et = 1+�21+�1 > 1. Plugging this bak in and lettingR = q�2(1+�11+�2 ), we see that forward ow de�nes the di�eomorphism �+ : f�1(�1) n fr �Rg ! f�1(�2) nK2 given by: r2 Æ � = r21 + �21 + �1 � �2� Æ � = ��; � Æ � = �Thus we need to onstrut H with R3 > R2 > R1 > R =q�2 1+�11+�2 .The ontat forms indued by V + on f�1(�1) and f�1(�2) n K2 are restritionsof the 1-form ~� = {V +(!) = 12 [(r21 � 1)d�1 + r22d�2℄ Restriting to f�1(�1) we get �1 =12 [r2d�� (r2� �1� 1)d�℄ whih has framing funtion s(r2) = 1� 1+�1r2 . Thus we see that K1is a transverse knot and that a neighborhood U = fr < R3g � f�1(�1) is fat with respetto the handle framing as long as R3 > p1 + �1. This and lemma 4.1 tell us that to attahthe handle onto a fat neighborhood of the given knot K in �X will simply require hoosingR3 = p1 + �1 + Æ3 for some small positive Æ3.Restriting to f�1(�2) we get �2 = 12 [(r2� 1)d�+ (r2+ �2)d�℄ whih has the samekernel as �02 = d�+ r2�1r2+�2 d�. For any small positive Æ we laim that we an modify �02 onfr2 � 1 + Æg to get a new positive ontat form �002 whih extends aross K2, agrees with�02 on fr2 � 1 + Æg, and satis�es �002 ^ d�2 > 0: We let �002 = d� + t(r2)d� where t(r2)goes smoothly to 0 as r2 goes to zero, has positive derivative, and agrees with r2�1r2+�2 onfr2 � 1 + Æg. Then t(r2) < 1 for all r and so �002 ^ d�2 = (1 � t(r2))rdr ^ d� ^ d� > 0.Letting �2 = ker�002, the ondition �002 ^ d�2 > 0 is the same as the ondtion !j�2 > 0,



36 CHAPTER 4. FAT TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLESso �2 is the desired ontat struture on �2H. Sine �(fr2 = 1 + �1g) = fr2 = 1g, we�nd that we just need to pik R1 = p1 + �1 + Æ1 for some small positive Æ1 to guaranteethat this modi�ation of �02 happens inside �(C = fr � R1g) [ K2 and therefore insidef�1(�2) \ �2H. This is ompatible with the earlier restrition that R1 > R sine, for any�2 > 0, q�2 1+�11+�2 < p1 + �1.Attahing suh a handle realizes the desribed surgery if we take T = �2H and	 = ��1.



37Chapter 5Contat Pairs and SympletiBordismsIn the introdution we mentioned a notion of sympleti boundaries whih arepartially onvex and partially onave. In this hapter we express that notion in terms ofsympleti bordisms and investigate some important properties and examples.5.1 Contat pairsThe notion of a ontat pair (�+; ��) on a 3-manifold M has been de�ned inthe introdution (de�nition 1.11). Consequenes of the de�nition are that �+ is a positiveontat form while �� is a negative ontat form and that the 2-forms d�+ and �d�� pathtogether to de�ne a nowhere-zero 2-form  = �d�� on all of M . The �rst ondition in thede�nition then beomes: �� ^  > 0.Heneforth the notation (M; (�+; ��)), with or without subsripts, will refer toa 3-manifold equipped with a ontat pair. We will always refer to the domains of theforms as M� (possibly with subsripts) and we will always take M0 to be M+ \M� with�0 = �+ + �� on M0.Given (M; (�+; ��)), we will say that (�+; ��) is purely positive if M+ =M andM� = ;; we may also write �� = 0 to indiate this ondition. In other words, a positiveontat form de�ned on all of M is the same as a purely positive ontat pair on M. Thepair is purely negative if M+ = ; while M� =M , in whih ase we may write �+ = 0. Thepair is pure if it is purely positive or purely negative. We will say that the pair is essentially



38 CHAPTER 5. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC BORDISMSpositive if M+ = M , essentially negative if M� = M and essentially pure if it is eitheressentially positive or essentially negative. If (�+; ��) is pure or essentially pure we willtypially let � refer to whihever of the two 1-forms is de�ned on all of M . The notation(M;�) will refer to an oriented 3-manifold equipped with a pure ontat pair, with either�+ = � if � is positive or �� = � if � is negative.To extend a ontat pair (�+; ��) will mean to enlarge the domain of either 1-form maintaining the ontat pair properties. To restrit a ontat pair simply involvesrestriting the domains so that they still over M . The following lemma tells us one way toextend ontat pairs:Lemma 5.1. Given (M; (�+; ��)), the 1-form �0 = �++�� on M0 is losed and satis�es�0(R��) > 1. Given a losed extension �01 of �0 from M0 to a larger open set M01 with theproperty that �01(R��) > 1, there exists a unique ontat pair (�+1 ; ��1 ) extending (�+; ��)suh that �01 = �+1 + ��1 .Proof. �0 is losed beause d�+ = �d��. Let  = �d��. Note that for any 1-form Æ,Æ(R��) = Æ^��^ . Thus �0(R��) = �+^+��^��^ > 1 beause �� ^  > 0.Given the extension �01, the new 1-forms are neessarily de�ned by ��1 = �01 � ��on M� \M01 and ��1 = �� on M�. The fat that �01 is losed and that �� is a ontatpair implies that �d��1 = d�+1 = �d�� = . Thus the fat that �01(��) > 1 implies that��1 ^  > 0. Therefore (�+1 ; ��1 ) is a ontat pair.In this proof we have also seen that, in order to hek that a ertain 1-form Æ hasthe property Æ(R��) > 0 we an equivalently hek that Æ ^  > 0. This will be useful inhapter 7.5.2 Contat pairs and sympleti germsIn the introdution we also de�ned the notion of a dilation-ontration pair (de�-nition 1.9) and pointed out that a dilation-ontration pair on a 4-manifold X transverselyovering a 3-dimensional submanifold M indues a ontat pair on M . To prove the glue-ing result mentioned in the introdution for boundaries whih are \partially onvex andpartially onave" and to prove some other results we start with a lengthy lemma. Theuniqueness in this lemma gives the sense in whih the ondition that !(V +; V�) = 0 in thede�nition of \dilation-ontration pair" gives the neessary rigidity.



5.2. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC GERMS 39Lemma 5.2. Given (M; (�+; ��)), onsider the two sympleti manifolds (S+; !+) and(S�; !�), where S� = R�M� and !� = �d(e�t��), and identifyM� with f0g�M� � S�.First of all, if (X;!) is another sympleti manifold ontaining M+ or M� with a singlesympleti dilation V + or ontration V � positively transverse to M� induing the ontatform �+ or ��, respetively, then ow along V � starting from M� gives an imbedding � ofan open subset of S+ or S�, respetively, into X suh that ��! = !� and D�(�t) = V �.Seondly:1. There exists a unique vetor �eld V � de�ned on R � M0 suh that the pair(V + = �t; V �) is a dilation-ontration pair on (S+; !+) induing the ontat pair(�+; ��jM0) on M+.2. There exists a unique vetor �eld V + de�ned on R � M0 suh that the pair(V +; V � = �t) is a dilation-ontration pair on (S�; !�) induing the ontat pair(�+jM0; ��) on M�.In fat, let  = �d��, let g� = �0^��^ = �0(R��) and let �� = �0 � g���. Then thereexist unique vetor �elds Z� 2 ker�+ \ ker�� on M0 suh that {Z�() = �� and, in thetwo ases above we have, respetively:1. V � = (g+e�t � 1)�t + e�tZ+2. V + = (g�et � 1)�t + etZ�We will all the sympleti manifold (S+; !+) with its dilation-ontation pair thepositive sympleti�ation of (M+; (�+; ��jM0)) and we will all (S�; !�) with its dilation-ontration pair the negative sympleti�ation of (M�; (�+jM0 ; ��)).Proof. The �rst result follows from the fat that ��! and !� are solutions to the sameordinary di�erential equations with the same initial onditions.For the seond result, we will show the existene and uniqueness of the vetor�elds Z�, then show that V � satisfy the onditions and then show uniqueness.There exists a unique Z� 2 ker�� suh that {Z�() = �� beause ontrationwith  gives a linear isomorphism from ker�� to f� j � ^  = 0g (this depends on workingin dimension 3), and �� is onstruted to be in this latter subspae. But Z� is also inker�0 beause 0 = (Z�; Z�) = ��(Z�) = �0(Z�), and thus Z� 2 ker��.



40 CHAPTER 5. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC BORDISMSOn S+, letting V + = �t and V � = (g+e�t � 1)�t + e�tZ+, we need to show thatLV �(!+) = �!+ (5.1){V�(!+)jt=0 = �� (5.2)!+(V +; V �) = 0 (5.3)First note that !+ = et(dt^�++). Equation 5.3 is quik: !+(V +; V �) = e�t!+(�t; Z+) =�+(Z+) = 0. To show equation 5.1 and equation 5.2, note that {�t(!+) = et�+ and that{V�(!+) = (g+e�t � 1){�t(!+) + e�t{Z+(!+)= et[(g+e�t � 1)�+ + e�t�+℄= �et�+ + �0Next we will prove that V � is the unique vetor �eld on R�M0 satisfying theseequations. Suppose V �0 and V �1 are two solutions. Let Æ = {V �1 �V�0 (!+); we will prove thatÆ = 0 and thus onlude that V �0 = V �1 . Equation 5.1 implies that dÆ = 0, equation 5.2implies that Æjft=0g = 0 and equation 5.3 implies that Æ(�t) = 0 everywhere. Thus Æ isinvariant in the t diretion and vanishes when t = 0, so Æ = 0 everywhere.On S� the argument is a mirror image of the argument for S+.Note that the uniqueness argument �rst proved uniqueness along M (sineÆjft=0g = 0) and then proved uniqueness for all t. Thus in fat we have also proved:Lemma 5.3. In (R�M0; !+) there exists a unique vetor �eld V � alongM0 (i.e. a setionof TM0(R�M0)) positively transverse to M0 suh that {V�!+ = �� and !+(�t; V �) = 0.Likewise there exists a unique vetor �eld V + alongM0 in (R�M0; !�) positively transverseto M0 suh that {V +!� = �+ and !�(V +; �t) = 0.We will make use of the following observation for later onstrutions:Lemma 5.4. Given (M; (�+; ��)), let (S�; !�) be the positive and negative sympleti�-ations with the dilation-ontration pairs from lemma 5.2. Let g�, �� and Z� be as inlemma 5.2. Given a funtion h : M� ! R, onsider its graph M�h = f(h(p); p)g � S�.Then V � = �t is automatially positively transverse to M�h and V � is positively transverseto M�h if and only if e�h < g� � dh(Z�) on M0. The indued ontat pair on M�h is thengiven by ��h = eh��; �0h = �0; ��h = �0 � eh�� :



5.2. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC GERMS 41Proof. Everything follows from the expliit expressions V � = (g�e�t � 1)�t + e�tZ� and!� = e�t(dt ^ �� + ).Theorem 5.5. A ontat pair (�+; ��) on a 3-manifold M de�nes a unique 4-dimensionalsympleti germ G(�+; ��) along M in the following sense: There exists a sympleti 4-manifold (X;!) ontaining M with a dilation-ontration pair transversely overing Minduing (�+; ��), and any other sympleti 4-manifold (X1; !1) ontaining M with theproperty that !1jM = �d�� represents the same germ along M .Proof. We will prove existene of (X;!) with its dilation-ontration pair (V +; V �) �rst.Construt (S�; !�) as in lemma 5.2. Let U+ be an open neighborhood of M0 in S+ suhthat forward and bakward ow along V + in S� starting from p0 2 M0 is de�ned for alltimes t with (t; p0) 2 U+. Thus there exists an embedding �+ : U+ ,! S� suh that�+jM0 = id and D�+(�t) = V +. Sine both �t and V + indue the same ontat formson M0 and are both sympleti dilations, we an onlude that (�+)�(!�) = !+. By theuniqueness in the lemma we also know that D�+(V �) = �t, so that �+ preserves all therelevant struture. Let U� = �+(U+) and �� = (�+)�1.Now hoose two funtions f� : M ! [0;1) suh that f�jM�nM0 = 0 but f+ +f� > 0 everywhere, let F� = f(t; p) j �f�(p) < t < f�(p)g � S� and let E� = F� \��(F� \ U�). Finally let  � = ��jE� : E� ! E�. If we hoose f� small enough we anguarantee that X = F+ [ + F�is Hausdor�. Sine ( +)�!� = !+ and D +(V �) = V �, we know that the sympletiforms and the dilation-ontration pairs path together de�ne a sympleti form ! on Xwith a dilation-ontration pair (V +; V �) transversely overing M induing (�+; ��). (See�gure 5.1.)For the uniqueness result, we need to onstrut a bundle isomorphism  : TMX1 !TMX overing the identity and preserving the sympleti forms, and then we apply orol-lary 3.2. To do this we onstrut a pair of vetor �elds (V +1 ; V �1 ) along M in TMX1with open domains M�1 � M� overing M , both positively transverse to M , suh that{V�1 !1jM�1 = ��jM�1 and suh that !1(V +1 ; V �1 ) = 0. Then there exists a unique  send-ing V �1 to V � by lemma 5.3. To see the existene of the pair (V +1 ; V �1 ), �rst extend�+ to a maximal rank 1-form on TM+X1 to get V +0 suh that {V +0 !1jM+ = �+ (as in



42 CHAPTER 5. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC BORDISMSPSfrag replaements (S+ = R�M+; !+) (S� = R�M�; !�)F+F�M+ M�M0M0U+ U�E+E+ E��+(F+ \ U+)��(F� \ U�)X = F+ [ + F� Figure 5.1: Glueing S+ to S� after some trimming.the proof of lemma 3.7). Then by lemma 5.3 there exists a unique V �0 along M0 suhthat {V�0 !1jM0 = ��jM0 and !1(V +0 ; V �0 ) = 0. Let ~��0 = {V�0 !1, a maximal rank 1-formon TM0X1 whih extends ��jM0. Then there exists a maximal rank extension ~��1 of ��to TM�X1 whih agrees with ~��0 outside a losed set C inside M� ontaining M� nM0in its interior. Let V �1 be the orresponding vetor �eld suh that {V�1 !1 = ~��1 and letV +1 = V +0 jM+nC .Corollary 5.6. If (�+1 ; ��1 ) and (�+2 ; ��2 ) are two di�erent ontat pairs on M with�d��1 = �d��2 then G(�+1 ; ��1 ) = G(�+2 ; ��2 ). In partiular, we have this result if wean get from (�+1 ; ��1 ) to (�+2 ; ��2 ) by a sequene of extensions and restritions.Note that, for a purely positive pair (�; 0), G(�; 0) = G(�). For a purely negativepair (0; �), G(0; �) = G(�) as a germ along �M .5.3 Contat pairs and sympleti bordismsDe�nition 5.7. A 4-dimensional sympleti bordism from (M1;G1) to (M2;G2) is onvex-onave if Gi = G(�+i ; ��i ) for ontat pairs (�+i ; ��i ) on Mi, with (�+1 ; ��1 ) = (�+2 ; ��2 ) on



5.3. CONTACT PAIRS AND SYMPLECTIC BORDISMS 43M1 \M2.By theorem 5.5, we an glue onvex-onave bordisms together to make newonvex-onave bordisms.Generally when we work with onvex-onave bordisms there will be an understoodontat pair on eah boundary, and we will label the domains of the respetive forms ��i B.A sympleti manifold (X;!) with boundary transversely overed by a dilation-ontration pair, with indued ontat pair (�+; ��) on �X , is the support of a onvex-onave bordism from the empty manifold to (�X;G(�+; ��)). The glueing mentioned inthe introdution then follows from theorem 5.5.De�nition 5.8. A produt onvex-onave bordism is a produt sympleti bordism B rep-resented by a sympleti path (X = R� M;X1; X2; !) with a dilation-ontration pair(V +; V �) transversely overing both boundaries, with both vetor �elds de�ned on all ofsupp(B), and with either V + = �t or V � = �t.The following result then follows quikly from lemma 5.4 and the onstrution of(X;!) in theorem 5.5. (Note that in the onstrution of (X;!), if we are given one of thefuntions f� with the property that f�jM�nM0 = 0 and f�jM�nM0 > 0 then we an alwayshoose the other funtion f� to make the onstrution work.)Proposition 5.9. Given (M; (�+; ��)), let g�, �� and Z� be de�ned as in lemma 5.2. Ifh :M ! [0;1) is a funtion with hjM�nM0 = 0 and eh < g+ � dh(Z+) on M0, then thereexists a unique produt onvex-onave bordism Bh of height h onstruted on M for whih�t = V + on supp(B) and suh that the dilation-ontration pair indues (�+; ��) on M .If instead hjM+nM0 = 0 and e�h < g� � dh(Z�) then there exists a unique Bh for whih�t = V �. The ontat pair on �2Bh is given as in lemma 5.4.



44Chapter 6Skinny Transverse 2-HandlesIn this hapter we will prove theorem 1.8 along with more general results underly-ing the theorem. Theorem 1.8 is really a statement about the existene of speial onvex-onave bordisms and follows from the existene of ertain onvex-onave 2-handles andarefully onstruted produt onvex-onave bordisms. We will use a \sloppy glueing"similar to that in setion 3.2 exept that produt onvex-onave bordisms are a little moredeliate to onstrut than produt onvex bordisms. We begin by investigating ontrol onthe behavior of ontat pairs near knots.6.1 Well-behaved transverse knotsThroughout this setion let � be a neighborhood of a knot K with a ontat pair(�+; ��) and polar oordinates (r; �; �). Let R� be the radius of �, let �� be the domainof �� and let �0 = �+ \ ��. We will be interested in two ases where �0 = � nK:� The positive ase is the ase where �+ = � while �� = � nK; in this ase the ontatpair is essentially positive, and we let � = �+.� The negative ase is the ase where �� = � while �+ = � nK; in this ase the ontatpair is essentially negative, and we let � = ��.As usual we let �0 = �+ + �� on �0. Reall the de�nition of \well-behaved" for ontatforms and losed 1-forms in the introdution (de�nition 1.7).De�nition 6.1. Suh a ontat pair (�+; ��) is well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �) if �and �0 are both well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �). (See de�nition 1.7.)



6.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE HANDLES AND ASSOCIATED SURGERIES 45In other words, assoiated to a well-behaved ontat pair (�+; ��) and the oor-dinates (r; �; �) is a quadruple of real numbers (A;B;C;D) suh that:R� = A�� +B�� and �0 = Cd�+Dd�and subjet to the following onstraints:B > 0; C > 0; AC + BD > 1 :(This last ondition is simply the ondition that �0(R�) > 1.) We will all the data(A;B;C;D) the strutural data assoiated to (�+; ��) and (r; �; �). Any quadruple satis-fying these onstraints will be alled a well-behaved quadruple.Lemma 6.2. Given any well-behaved quadruple (A;B;C;D) there exists an essentially pos-itive (resp. negative) well-behaved ontat pair (�+; ��) on � = R2� S1 with oordinates(r; �; �) with these strutural data. Given any other essentially positive (resp. negative)ontat pair (�+1 ; ��1 ) on a neighborhood �1 of a knot K well-behaved with respet to oordi-nates (r1; �1; �1) with these same strutural data, there exists an embedding � : �1 ,! � ofthe form (r1; �1; �1) 7! (g(r1); �; �) for some g suh that ��(�+; ��) = (�+1 ; ��1 ).Proof. In the positive ase let � = + and let � = �. In the negative ase let � = � andlet � = +. With this notation, let �� = �r2(d� � ABd�) + 1Bd�, let �0 = Cd� + Dd�and let �� = �0� ��. This ontat pair is well-behaved with the required strutural data.Given (�+1 ; ��1 ) with the same strutural data, note that, sine (�+1 ; ��1 ) is well-behaved,��1 is ompletely determined by A, B and the framing funtion s (de�ned so that ker��1is spanned by �r and s(r2)�� + ��). Also note that t(r2) = 1s(r2) extends smoothly arossfr2 = 0g with t(0) = 0, that �s0 > 0 and that s(r2) 6= AB . Thus there exists some g suhthat s(r2) = AB � 1Bg(r2) , and we de�ne � as in the statement of the lemma.If a ontat pair is well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �) then it is also well-behavedwith respet to (r; �� k�; �) for any integer k. Sine F��k� = F� + k, this means that ifa ontat pair is well-behaved with respet to oordinates realizing one framing then it iswell-behaved with respet to oordinates realizing any other framing.6.2 Desription of the handles and assoiated surgeriesDe�nition 6.3. A well-behaved ontat pair (�+; ��) on � is prepared for surgery with re-spet to (r; �; �) if the assoiated strutural data (A;B;C;D) satisfy the following additional



46 CHAPTER 6. SKINNY TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLESonstraints: A = B; D > 0and: AD > 1 in the positive ase or AD < 1 in the negative ase.We will also say that K is prepared for surgery with respet to (�+; ��).Note that when (�+; ��) is prepared for surgery, the integral urves of R� arelosed urves linking K and realizing the framing F�+1 of K. This means that, in ontrastto the well-behaved ondition, there is a spei� framing assoiated to a ontat pair whihis prepared for surgery.Proposition 6.4. Given (M; (�+; ��)) with a knot K � M whih is prepared for surgerywith respet to oordinates (r; �; �) on a neighborhood �, there exists a onvex-onave 2-handle H with G(�iH) = G(�+i ; ��i ) and an embedding  : �1H ,! � suh that  (K) = K1, takes the handle framing to F� and  �(�+; ��) = (�+1 ; ��1 ). In the positive ase we have�+1 H = �1H; ��1 H = �1H nK1; �+2 H = �2H nK2; ��2 H = �2H;while in the negative ase we have��1 H = �1H; �+1 H = �1H nK1; ��2 H = �2H nK2; �+2 H = �2H :Furthermore there exists a positive R < R�, a noninreasing funtion h : [R2; R2�℄! [0;1)and a di�eomorphism � : �1Hnfr � Æg ! �2HnK2 suh that, letting � = � Æ �1, we havethe following properties:� In the positive ase:���+2 = eh(r2)�+1 ; ���02 = �01; ����2 = �01 � eh(r2)�+1 :� In the negative ase:����2 = e�h(r2)��1 ; ���02 = �01; ���+2 = �01 � e�h(r2)��1 :



6.3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HANDLES 47We will use this result in the positive ase to prove theorem 1.8. Suh a handlean be attahed along a knot with a given framing as long as the ontat pair near the knotis prepared for surgery with respet to oordinates realizing that given framing. We allthese \skinny" 2-handles beause the neighborhood � an be hosen arbitrarily small.Then we an desribe the \ontat-pair surgery" that results as follows: We startwith a knot K in a neighborhood � with oordinates (r; �; �) and a ontat pair (�+; ��).A small neighborhood of radius R of K is removed, the ontat form � that did extendaross K is replaed by e�h� for some bump funtion h and �0 is kept onstant. The otherontat form is replaed by �0 � e�h�. Now a solid torus T with oordinates (r; �; �) isglued in via a map � : T n fr = 0g ! � n fr � Rg with � Æ � = � and � Æ � = ��. Then wenotie that h was hosen arefully enough so that �0 � e�h� extends aross fr = 0g � T .In fat, we will see from the proof that h is onstant near fr = Rg.6.3 Constrution of the handlesProof of proposition 6.4. We will parallel the onstrution of 2-handles in the proof ofproposition 4.3 as muh as possible exept that now we will have two vetor �elds to keeptrak of. Consider R4 with polar oordinates (r1; �1; r2; �2), with the sympleti form ! =r1dr1 ^ d�1 + r2dr2 ^ d�2 and with the Morse funtion f = �r21 + r22. We will onstruta dilation-ontration pair (V +; V �) on this sympleti manifold whih is gradient-like forf as long as jf j is small enough. In the positive ase, V + will blow up along Zas but bede�ned everywhere else and V � will blow up along Zdes but be de�ned everywhere else.In the negative ase the roles will be reversed. Then we will onstrut H as in the proof ofproposition 4.3, taking are to arrange that �2H is transverse to both vetor �elds. We willthen alulate the ontat pair indued on �1H and show that it is prepared for surgery,that supp(H) an be made arbitrarily small, and that our onstrution an realize everyset of onstants (A = B;C;D) meeting the \prepared for surgery" riteria. Lemma 6.2 willprovide the embedding  and the di�eomorphism � will be given by ow along either V +,in the positive ase, or V �, in the negative ase.More spei�ally, we will ompute ��1 = {V�!jf�1(�1) in terms of the oordinates(r; �; �) on f�1(�1) desribed in setion 2.2. (In fat we will ompute �01 and either �+1 or��1 ). Then we will desribe the ow along either V + or V � from f�1(�1) as an imbedding



48 CHAPTER 6. SKINNY TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLES� of (some subset of) R� f�1(�1) into R4 sending f0g� f�1(�1) to f�1(�1) and the vetor�eld �t to either V + or V �. We will show that, given a small enough �2 > 0, there exists aradius R and a positive onstant T suh that � imbeds all ofB = f(t; p) 2 R� f�1(�1) j r(p) > R; 0 � t � Tginto R4 sending the subset f(T; p) 2 Bg onto f�1(�2) n K2. We will also show that wean make R arbitrarily small by hoosing �2 small enough. We then hoose the three radiiR3 > R2 > R1 > R and onstrutH with U = fr < R3g, C 0 = fr � R2g and C = fr � R1g.The onstrution involves a hoie of the height funtion h : f�1(�1) n fr � Rg ![0; T ℄. We will hoose h to be a noninreasing funtion of r2 with supp(h) � fr2 � R22g andh � T on fr2 � R21g. In the positive ase we will show that, if R2 is hosen small enough,then for any suh h, both vetor �elds will be transverse to both boundary omponents. Inthe negative ase we will show that for any R2 and any suh h the required transversalitywill hold.We now assume we are given (A = B;C;D) and look at the two ases separately.In the positive ase, de�ne (V +; V �) as follows:V + = (12r1 � Cr1 )�r1 + 12r2�r2V � = �12r1�r1 � (12r2 � Dr2 )�r2and alulate that (V +; V �) is a dilation-ontration pair with:df(V +) = f + 2D; df(V �) = �f + 2CThus V + and V � are both gradient-like when �2D < f < 2C. Let �1 = 2A � 2D and notethat �2D < �1 < 0 (beause AD > 1 and A > 0). Choose any �2 with 0 < �2 < 2C. Weompute the ontat pair indued by (V +; V �) on f�1(�1) using the oordinates (r; �; �) tobe given by: �+1 = 12[r2(d�� d�)℄ + 1Ad�; �01 = Cd�+Dd�and note that R�+1 = A(�� + ��).We alulate the forward ow along V + as a map � from some subset of R�f�1(�1) into R4. The angle oordinates (�1; �2) are invariant under this ow and the radialoordinates (r1; r2) obey the following equations:r21(t) = (r2 � 2A)et + 2D; r22(t) = r2et



6.3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HANDLES 49We solve for t when f = �2 to get that the ow lines enounter f�1(�2) whent = T = log(A(D+ �22 ))(T > 0 beause AD > 1) and thus that the di�eomorphism � is given by:r2 Æ � = A(D + �22 )r2 � �2� Æ � = ��; � Æ � = �(where the oordinates on the left are oordinates on f�1(�2) and on the right are onf�1(�1)). Note that � is de�ned on fr2 > �2A(D+�2=2)g so that we take R = q �2A(D+�2=2) . Inpartiular we an make R arbitrarily small by hoosing �2 small enough.When we build the handle using a height funtion h, the only part of �2H whihmight fail to be transverse to both vetor �elds is �h = �(f(h(r(p)2); p) j R1 � r(p) � R2g).Using lemma 5.4 we an write down onditions for �h to be transverse to V � Using thenotation from lemma 5.2 we get: = rdr ^ (d�� d�)g+ = A(C +D)�+ = (C �A(C +D)r2)(d�� d�)Z+ = 1r (C � A(C +D)r2)�rThus h needs to satisfyeh(r2) < A(C +D)� 2h0(r2)(C � A(C +D)r2) :Sine we will have h0 � 0, 1 � eh � A(D+ �22 ) and �2 < 2C, this is �ne as long asr2 < CA(C +D) :Therefore we need to build H with R2 < q CA(C+D) , and we have ompleted the proof inthe positive ase.In the negative ase de�ne (V +; V�) as follows:V + = 12r1�r1 + (12r2 + Cr2 )�r2V � = �(12r1 + Dr1 )�r1 � 12r2�r2



50 CHAPTER 6. SKINNY TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLESand alulate that (V +; V �) is a dilation-ontration pair with:df(V +) = f + 2D; df(V �) = �f + 2CThus V + and V � are both gradient-like when �2C < f < 2D. Let �1 = 2D � 2A and notethat �2C < �1 < 0 (beause AD < 1, A > 0 and A(C + D) > 1). Choose any �2 with0 < �2 < 2D. We ompute the ontat pair indued by (V +; V �) on f�1(�1) using theoordinates (r; �; �) to be given by:��1 = 12[r2(d�� d�)℄ + 2Ad�; �01 = Cd�+Dd�and note that R��1 = A(�� + ��).Now the forward ow along V � as a map � from some subset of R� f�1(�1) intoR4 is given by: r21(t) = (r2 + 2A)e�t � 2Dr22(t) = r2e�tSolve for t when f = �2 to get that the ow lines enounter f�1(�2) whent = T = � log(A(D � �22 ))and thus that the di�eomorphism � is given by:r2 Æ � = A(D � �22 )r2 � �2� Æ � = ��; � Æ � = � :Thus we takeR =q �2A(D��2=2) . Again we an make R arbitrarily small by hoosing�2 small enough.Now we write down onditions for �h to be transverse to V +: = rdr ^ (d�� d�)g� = A(C +D)�� = (D+ A(C +D)r2)(d�� d�)Z� = 1r (D +A(C +D)r2)�r



6.4. HOW TO PREPARE TRANSVERSE KNOTS FOR SKINNY SURGERY 51Thus h needs to satisfye�h(r2) < A(C +D)� 2h0(r2)(D +A(C +D)r2) :Sine we will have h0 � 0, e�h � 1, D > 0 and A(C +D) > 1 this an in fat be ahievedfor any suh h and any r2, and we have ompleted the proof in the negative ase.6.4 How to prepare transverse knots for skinny surgeryThe \prepared for surgery" ondition needed to attah a handle from proposi-ton 6.4 is too restritive to prove theorem 1.8, so now we disuss produt onvex-onavebordisms that an \�ll the gap" between a general well-behaved ontat pair and a ontatpair whih is prepared for surgery.Proposition 6.5. If (�+; ��) is well-behaved with respet to oordinates (r; �; �) on � withstrutural data (A;B;C;D), suppose that the oordinate framing F� is positive with respetto �0 and that� in the positive ase, BD > 1 whereas� in the negative ase, BD < 1.Then there exists a height funtion h on � supported inside an arbitrarily small neighborhoodof K satisfying the hypotheses of proposition 5.9 yielding a produt onvex bordism Bh suhthat, letting (r; �; �) be the indued oordinates on �2Bh, (�+h ; ��h ) is prepared for surgerywith respet to (r; �; �) on a neighborhood of K � �2Bh.Proof. In this proof we will use � and �, where � = + and � = � in the positivease while � = � and � = + in the negative ase. By lemma 6.2 we may assume that�� = 1B�Ar2 (�r2d�+ d�). Note that the framing ondition tells us that C and D are bothpositive. Given an � > 0 we will onstrut h as a funtion of r2 with h(r2) = 0 when r2 � �.Our goal is to �nd suh an h � 0, a positive Æ < � and a onstant A0 with A0(C +D) > 1and, in the positive ase, A0D > 1 or, in the negative ase, A0D < 1, suh that the followingproperties are satis�ed:



52 CHAPTER 6. SKINNY TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLES1. Letting ��h = e�h(r2)��, we need ��h = 1A0(1�r2)(�r2d� + d�) for 0 < r < Æ. Equiva-lently, we need e�h(x) = B �AxA0(1� x)for all x 2 (0; Æ2).2. Letting g� = �0(R��) = AC + BD, letting �� = �0 � g��� and letting Z� be theunique vetor �eld in ker�0 \ker�� with the property that {Z� = ��, we need thate�h(r2) < g � dh(Z�). Sine ker�0 \ ker�� is spanned by �r, Z� an be expressedas Z� = f(r2)2r �r for some funtion f , so that dh(Z�) = h0(r2)f(r2). We omputeZ� and get that f(x) = (C �Dx)(B � Ax). Thus this ondition is equivalent to theondition that: e�h(x) < AC +BD � h0(x)(C �Dx)(B �Ax)for all x 2 (0; �2). As long as � is small enough we will satisfy this ondition if wesatisfy the simpler ondition that:e�h(x) < AC + BD � h0(x)CB :The �rst ondition determines h on [0; Æ2℄ so �rst we hek that h so de�ned is notnegative and also satis�es the seond ondition on [0; Æ2℄. Sine e�h(x) = B�AxA0(1�x) , we willhave h � 0 as long as, in the positive ase, B � Ax > A0(1 � x) or, in the negative ase,B � Ax < A0(1 � x). For x small enough we need only require that B > A0 or B < A0,respetively.To see that the seond ondition is satis�ed on [0; Æ2℄, we solve for h to get:h(x) = � log(B � Ax)� log(A0)� log(1� x) :Solving for h0(x) and plugging into the seond ondition, we �nd that we need to be ableto �nd Æ > 0 suh that B �Ax < A0(D+ C)(B �Ax)for all x 2 [0; Æ2℄. But for x small enough, this is satis�ed as long as B < A0(D + C)(B),and sine we are requiring that A0(D + C) > 1 anyway, we an always �nd suh a Æ.



6.5. PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 53Now note that if h is de�ned and satis�es both onditions (and h � 0) on [0; Æ2℄then, after perhaps making Æ smaller, using the fats that AC + BD > 1 and C and Bare positive, we an extend h to meet the seond ondition (and h � 0) on [0; �2℄ withh = 0 near �2. (We make sure that h0(x) < h0(Æ2) for all x > Æ2 and that h0(x) < 0 for allx > Æ2 + Æ1, for some small Æ1 > 0.)Thus, we an always �nd h and Æ as long as we an �nd A0 satisfying the followingonditions:� In the positive ase we require that 1C+D < A0 < B and that 1D < A0. This an bedone as long as BD > 1.� In the negative ase we require that max(B; 1C+D ) < A0 and that A0 < 1D . This anbe done as long as BD < 1.6.5 Putting the piees togetherNow we are ready for theProof of Theorem 1.8. First realize X as the support of a onvex bordism X with �1X =;, �2X = �X and with germ G(�2X ) = G(�) where � is the indued positive ontatform on �X . Pik well-behaved oordinates (r; �; �) near eah omponent K of L withF� = FK . Sine �X is ompat we may resale �0 to get �0(R�) > 1 and to makesure that the strutural data near eah K satisfy BD > 1. Then let �+ = � and �� =�0 � �. By lemma 5.1, (�+; ��) is an extension of the purely positive pair (�; 0), soG(�+; ��) = G(�). Now, near eah omponent K we �nd that (�+; ��) satis�es theonditions of proposition 6.5 so that we an attah produt onvex-onave bordisms alongeah K to get a new onvex-onave bordism Z with �1Z = ; and a di�eomorphism� : �2Z ! �2X . We have that G(�2Z) = G(�+Z ; ��Z) where ���+Z = eh�+ for some hompatly supported in a neighborhood of L, ���0Z = �0 and (�+Z ; ��Z) is prepared forsurgery with respet to the framing �(FK) near eah knot �(K). Now attah 2-handles asonstruted by proposition 6.4 (positive ase) along �(L) with framing �(F ) to onstruta onvex-onave bordism Y with �1Y = ; and �2Y the result of surgery on �2X alongL with framing F . Note that G(�2Y) = G(�+Y ; ��Y ), where ��Y is now de�ned on all of



54 CHAPTER 6. SKINNY TRANSVERSE 2-HANDLES�2Y . So in fat (�+Y ; ��Y ) is essentially negative and G(�2Y) = G(0; ��Y ) or, in other words,Y = supp(Y) has onave boundary with indued negative ontat form ��Y on �Y .The new 3-manifold �Y has a link LY made up of the asending irles of the2-handles. Note that the negative ontat form ��Y is haraterized as follows: There existsa losed tubular neighborhood � of L and a di�eomorphism � from �X n � to �Y nLY suhthat �0 � ��(��Y ) = eh� for some funtion h :M1 n � ! [0;1).One might imagine that there exists a parallel theorem desribing how to attahhandles onstruted by proposition 6.4 in the negative ase to a onave boundary to yielda onvex boundary. Two ompliations arise: The �rst is that, to resale �0, we in generalwant to multiply by a onstant larger than 1 to get �0(R�) > 1 but to multiply by aonstant less than 1 to get BD < 1, to satisfy proposition 6.5 in the negative ase. We anstate a theorem that assumes that �0 already satis�es these onditions but then it turnsout to be useless beause one an show that there never exists a negative ontat form anda losed 1-form on a ompat 3-manifold satisfying the required onditions.We have alot more freedom in attahing these 2-handles if we do not try to makethe �nal ontat pair essentially pure and if we attah the handles along knots in pureregions. Thus we now onsider the ase where (�+; ��) is either a purely positive ontatpair on �, in whih ase we have � = �+ and we have no �� or �0, or a purely negativeontat pair on �, in whih ase we have � = �� and we have no �+ or �0.De�nition 6.6. A ontat form � on � is almost prepared for surgery with respet to(r; �; �) if it is well-behaved with respet to (r; �; �) with onstants A = B, i.e. ifR� = A(�� + ��)for some onstant A > 0.Proposition 6.7. Given a single ontat form � on �, suppose that K is transverse to� = ker�. Apply lemma 1.3 and shrink � if neessary to get a oordinate system (r; �; �)on �, realizing some hosen framing of K, with radius R� and framing funtion s. Let Rbe any radius with R < R� and with s(R2) > 1 if � is negative or with s(R2) < 1 if � ispositive. Then there exists a produt onvex bordism Bh from (�;G(�)) to (�;G(�1)) for aontat form �1 whih is almost prepared for surgery with respet to (r; �; �) on fr < Rg.



6.5. PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 55Proof of proposition 6.7. Lemma 1.3 gives us the oordinate system and the framing fun-tion, so that ker� = ker�1 for some �1 whih is almost prepared for surgery (use theexistene in lemma 6.2). Thus �1 = eh� for some h. If neessary replae �1 by k�1 to makeh > 0 on fr � R+ Æ < R�g for some positive Æ, then multiply h by a bump funtion to giveit ompat support. Let Bh be the produt onvex bordism of height h.This allows us to prove:Theorem 6.8. Given a onvex-onave bordism X with G(�2X ) = G(�+; ��) and with thedomains of the 1-forms labelled ��2 X , if K is a transverse knot in the interior of ��2 X n�02X ,one an attah a onvex-onave 2-handle to �2X along K with any hosen framing.Proof. Let � be whihever form in the ontat pair is de�ned near K. Use proposition 6.7to get � almost prepared for surgery with respet to oordinates (r; �; �) near K realizingthe desired framing. Then extend �0 to be equal to Cd�+ Dd� on a small neighborhoodof K well inside ��2 X n �02X , for positive onstants C;D hosen so that �� is prepared forsurgery near K. Now attah a 2-handle.Note that it beomes quite messy to state properties that haraterize the new ontat pairin this theorem.



56
Chapter 7Examples and QuestionsThe purpose of this hapter is to develop some spei� examples where theorem 1.8applies, to sketh some ideas ripe for future development, and to present some interestingquestions.7.1 ExamplesFirst we will show that S3 with surgery on either the unknot with any framingF > 0 or the Hopf link with any framing F � 0 an be realized as the onave boundary ofa sympleti 4-manifold.Let (r1; �1; r2; �2) be polar oordinates on R4. Consider S3 = �B4 � (R4; !) where! = r1dr1 ^ d�1 + r2dr2 ^ d�2 is the standard sympleti form. Then V = 12(r1�r1 + r2�r2)is a sympleti dilation transverse to S3 induing the standard positive ontat form � =12(r21d�1 + r22d�2) on S3. We ompute that R� = ��1 + ��2 . Now onsider two ases:1. L = K = fr1 = 0g � S3, the standard unknot. Consider the �bration P = �1 :S3 n L! S1. Then dP (R�) > 0. Polar oordinates near K are given by (r = r1; � =�1; � = �2), from whih we an verify that � and �0 = dP are well-behaved nearK. With respet to these oordinates, F� is the standard 0-framing of K, and sine�0 = d�, the ondition that a framing F is positive with respetive to �0 is simplythe ondition that F > 0. Thus we an attah a single \onvex-to-onave" handlealong the unknot with any framing F � 1 to make a sympleti manifold with onaveboundary.



7.1. EXAMPLES 572. L = K1 [ K2 where Ki = fri = 0g � S3, the standard Hopf Link. Now onsiderthe �bration P = �1 + �2 : S3 n L ! S1. Again, dP (R�) > 0. Oriented polaroordinates near K1 are as above and oriented polar oordinates near K2 are givenby (r = r2; � = �2; � = �1) and again we verify that � and �0 are well-behaved neareah Ki. Also F� is the standard 0-framing of eah Ki. Now, however, �0 = d�+ d�near eah Ki, so the ondition that a framing F is positive with respet to �0 isthe ondition that FKi > �1 for eah Ki. Thus we an attah a pair of \onvex-to-onave" handles along the Hopf link as long as eah handle is framed with framing0 or larger, and the result is a sympleti manifold with onave boundary.The �rst example generalizes using lemma 3.12. Given an n-puntured surfae �with a proper Morse funtion f� as in the lemma, apply the lemma to get a sympletiform !� and a gradient-like sympleti dilation V� suh that the struture is \standard"on, say, f�1(12 ;1). In other words, f�1(12 ;1) looks like n opies of R2 n fr2 � 12g with itsstandard sympleti form, dilation and Morse funtion. Consider the sympleti 4-manifold(� �R2; ! = !� + !R2) with the Morse funtion f = f� + r2. Note that V = V� + 12r�ris a gradient-like sympleti dilation for f . Let X = f�1[0; 1℄ and let M = �X = f�1(1);M is the onvex boundary of (X;!) with indued ontat form � = �� + 12r2d�, where�� = {V�!�. Note that M is di�eomorphi to the \boundary with smoothed orners"of the produt of a disk and a ompat surfae of genus g with n boundary omponents.Alternately, if the handle deomposition of � is the usual one with one 0-handle and (2g+n�1) 1-handles, then X is di�eomorphi to B4 with (2g+n�1) 1-handles attahed, andMis di�eomorphi to S3 with 0-surgery on (2g+n�1) unlinked unknots. We an deomposeMinto two open sets: U = ff� < 1; r2 = 1� f�g and V = f0 � r2 < 12 ; 12 < f� = 1� r2 � 1g.The set U is atually the omplement of a link L = fr2 = 0; f� = 1g of n omponents,and the oordinate funtion � : U ! S1 is a �bration with �ber di�eomorphi to �. Tosee that d�(R�) > 0, reall that this is equivalent to the requirement that d� ^ d� > 0 (seelemma 5.1). But d� ^ d� = d� ^ d�� = d� ^!� > 0. On V , the entire struture is identialto n opies of the struture desribed in the earlier example on S3 in a neighborhood of thestandard unknot. Thus we an attah handles along L with any framing larger than the\0-framing" determined by the �bration to reate a onave sympleti 4-manifold. (See�gure 7.1 for an example of a framed link diagram assoiated with this onstrution. Forbakground on interpreting these diagrams see [8℄.)



58 CHAPTER 7. EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONSPSfrag replaements 11 44 0 00
Figure 7.1: A handlebody deomposition of a surfae giving a framed link desription of aonave 3-manifold boundary.In these onstrutions, the harateristi foliation on eah �ber is given by theow lines of the vetor �eld V�. In general there will be some losed leaves of this singu-lar foliation (ontaining singular points). Eah suh losed leaf is a Legendrian knot theThurston-Bennequin framing of whih is the framing given by the �ber. Note that, afterattahing the 2-handles and getting a onave boundary, the new negative ontat form onthe boundary indues the same harateristi foliation on the �bers as the original positiveontat form did, and still has the property that its Reeb vetor �eld is transverse to the�bers (beause the two ontat forms form a ontat pair (�+; ��) with �0 = �++�� = kd�for some onstant k > 0). Thus these losed leaves are also Legendrian knots with respetto the negative ontat form and their Thurston-Bennequin framings are again given by the�bers. Using theorem 1.2 we an attah sympleti 2-handles along these knots to buildonave manifolds. This inreases our lass of examples of 3-manifolds whih bound onavesympleti 4-manifolds; �rst perform any positive surgeries along the original n-omponentlink L, then perform �1 surgeries on arbitrarily many opies of eah losed leaf of the sin-gular foliation (use disjoint �bers to get the di�erent opies). (See �gure 7.2 for a randomexample of this more general onstrution.)These examples lead us to think about a speial lass of ontat pairs on 3-manifolds. Consider a ontat pair (�+; ��) on a 3-manifold M with the property thatM nM0 is a link L, eah omponent of whih is well-behaved with respet to (�+; ��), andsuh that �0 = kdP for some onstant k > 0 and some �bration P : M0 ! S1. We mightall suh a pair together with the �bration a �bered ontat pair. Let � = P�1(0), a pun-



7.1. EXAMPLES 59
PSfrag replaements �1�1�1�1 3Figure 7.2: A handlebody deomposition of a surfae with losed leaves of the harateristifoliation giving a framed link desription of a onave 3-manifold boundary using Legendriansurgery.tured surfae and let � = �+ or ��. If we also assume that � intersets eah well-behavedneighborhood of eah omponent of L in a single annulus then the number of punturesof � is equal to the number of omponents of L and ow along R� de�nes a return map : �! � whih desribes the topology of M0. In fat, if we embed � in a losed surfae�̂ by �lling in eah punture with a disk,  extends aross �̂ beause of the \well-behaved"ondition.We also get a \time-till-return map" T : �! (0;1) (the time it takes to get bakto � by owing along R�. This, together with the 1-form � = �j� determines � on M0.We do not quite have enough information to determine both ontat forms �� unless weassume that dP (R�) is invariant under ow along R�, but at the very least we know thatdP (R�) is onstant near L (due to \good behavior"). To determine the entire struture of(M; (�+; ��)) we need to know the Dehn �llings that reate M from M0 and we need toknow how to extend one or the other ontat form over eah omponent of L. In fat, giventhe deomposition L = L+ [ L�, where L� = M� nM0, the Dehn �llings are ompletelydetermined by the slopes of the ontat strutures in the neighborhoods of eah omponentof L. Thus we should be able to build a theory with very expliit ontrol on suh ontatpairs, desribe exatly the results of attahing handles along the link L and use it for the



60 CHAPTER 7. EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONSonstrution of more subtle sympleti 4-manifolds.7.2 QuestionsComparing the Legendrian surgeries due to Weinstein with the \fat transversesurgeries" desribed in hapter 4 raises the following questions:1. It seems likely that the two surgeries yield the same ontat strutures, when proposi-tion 1.6 is used to generate transverse knots near Legendrian knots whih are fat withrespet to the Thurston-Bennequin framings minus 1. However it is diÆult to makethis expliit and it would be useful to �nd a lear explanation of why this should betrue.2. There do exist transverse knots whih are fat with respet to a ertain framing Fsuh that no Legendrian knot K in the same isotopy lass has tb(K)� 1 = F . Theimmediate example is the standard unknot in S3, whih is fat with respet to �1.This does not obviously lead to interesting new tight ontat strutures beause thetransverse surgery \uses up" the fat neighborhood of the knot. An important questionis whether there are any fat transverse surgeries that an be used to reate new ontatstrutures by virtue of the fat that they realize framings unahievable by Legendriansurgeries.The general theory of ontat pairs and sympleti germs raises these questions:1. Does this theory apture all the possible loal behavior in a neighborhood of a 3-manifold in a sympleti 4-manifold? In other words, is every 4-dimensional sympletigerm along a 3-manifold equal to the germ determined by a ontat pair?2. In order for this to be true, we would need to answer the more general question ofwhether, given an arbitrary nowhere-zero 2-form  on a 3-manifold M , there alwaysexists a ontat pair �� suh that  = �d��.3. Is there a good method, given two 4-dimensional sympleti germs along the same 3-manifold, of deiding whether they an be onneted by a produt sympleti bordism?Using the skinny transverse 2-handles as building bloks for sympleti 4-mani-folds, one naturally onsiders the following questions:



7.2. QUESTIONS 611. Putting the skinny transverse 2-handles together with the 1-handles and 2-handlesdesribed by Weinstein, an we build every sympleti 4-manifold? Is there a theoryof sympleti handle-anellation and handle-slides in this ontext? Can we put anarbitrary Morse funtion on a sympleti 4-manifold and, after some perturbations,expet it to give us nie sympleti handle strutures as in this paper?2. Can every sympleti struture on I �M be onstruted using these methods? Canthis be used to onstrut interesting sympleti strutures on S1 �M?3. Using theorem 1.8 to reate sympleti 4-manifolds with onave boundaries, some-times the indued negative ontat strutures will be tight beause the sympleti4-manifold onstruted in fat embeds in a losed sympleti 4-manifold. In generalthere is no reason to expet this to be true. Are there examples where this onstrutionyields overtwisted ontat strutures?Lastly, one naturally wonders to what extent the material developed here extendsto higher dimensions.
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